wyman to Exit

Construction workers are racmg to complete the outer shell of the new infirmary before inclement "weather ana
cold makes masonry work impossible., The new health—care facility is strategically on the Dana path to encourage
student drop—ins. (Photo by Brian .M cCartney)

New Health Center - A Concrete Reality
-Chip Gilbert
Seven years after the issuance of the Moran .
Report on the p hysical plant needs of :GolbyrCpllege^
the highly' ieconimended and equally controversial '
Infirmary is taking initial form on the rising.ground
between Lorimer Chapel and the Dana path.' Construction was begun on the site in June of 1975 and
at the present moment the target date for completion
is set f.or the spring of 1976. Occupancy and use of
the building is not slated until the following fall.
Construction of a $600,000 health center,
designed by Johnson-Hotvedt and Associates, Inc.
of Boston, was proposed by the Committee to
Stu dy the Future of Colby and initially accepted
b y the Board of Trustees in 1974. But escalating
costs raised the project cost to an estimated $900,000,
and the Board of Trustees gave final approval in
February, 1975 to a revised , two-story H ealth Center
the building under ¦construction
at present on the Colby
¦
campus. . ' . ' • ' ¦
Foundation w ork for the new Infirmary was
completed by the L.N. Violette Company of Waterville
during the past summer and the Salter Corporation of
Augusta is now racing to construct an outer shell
before it becomes too cold to complete the outdoor
rmasonry work. Should this situation arise, plastic
sheathing would h ave to be erected and heated,
inevitably raising costs for the contractor. After
speaking with Pat Pullen , job supervisor, and Stanley
Palmer, Colby Plant Engineer, it is ap parent that the
project is only a week to two weeks behind schedule.
There is some initial remedial work to be done ic with
in relation to the foundation and the erection of steelwork. Con struction is presently in a temporary
holding period due to these unforeseen construction
difficulties but both Mu llen and Palmer expressed
optimism that these wou ld be ironed out shortl y
and there would be no real delay in the proposed
building schedule.
There has been some picketing of the job-site
by the Northern New England Council of Carpenters.
Their purpose is of an informational nature and is
not aimed at enforcing a stop-action of the constru ction . Their claim is lodged against the L.N. Violette
Company which allegedly was paying its workers
what the union considers to be sub-standard wages,
^he action docs not affect the Salter Corporation,
i
The new Infirm ary will have a nominal twentyfour bed capacity with space readily available and
I adequate for extra bcdsjhould a crisis so necessitate.
Of critical importance also are the improvements
made with regard to fire precautions and nursing
conveniences.
'
Planners explain that access to the out-patient
clinic will be strategically placed along the Dana path

to encou rage students to stop in for a check-up before
a more serious illness sets in. It is hoped that such an
arrangement'will go a long way to preventing the
spread of contagious diseases. The new Infirmary
will include separate in-patient and out-patient areas
located on different floors, rooms for the clinical
psychologist, therapy and examination rooms, and
ample storage space.
There was some student opposition to the
building of the Infirmary last year but the project
now can only be viewed as something of a fait accompli,
disappointment not withstanding. The Executive
Committee of the Student Association led by Bob
Anderson felt that a better allocation of funds cou ld have
been accomplished with regard to a centrally located
student center or a free-standing theater facility.
The Board of Trustees, however, felt that a new
, ,: - '
(Con't to page 15, column 1)

Brett Thacher
Discussed in a recent interview with Dean
Wyman were the functions of his office and the post
he will assume in January at the Thacher School.
In discussing his office Dean Wyman pointed
out that its functions and involvement on campus
are many and varied. A*brief outline reveals
such tasks as: freshman counseling, residential
life, student activities,'academic and personal .
problems, and disciplinary procedure. Dean Wyman
feels that Colby is of a size which tends to bring his
office into most campus matters. He expressed that
this is not by choice, but by the nature of the school.
¦Wyman cited many examples of what these
headings held in the way of actual function. The
Dean 's office organizes Freshman Orientation and
assigns, or quite often locates, as now with our high
enrollment, housing. Transfer students are assigned
their class and housing, as well as being assisted in
their transfer, by the Deans staff. Dean Wyman
and his associates serve as academic advisors, although
generally are the last to be called on in such matters.
Personal problems, varied and often of a sensitive nature often come to the attention of the Dean's Office
Student Activities, directed by Sue Benson, are varied
and growing. Dean Wyman and hijy staff are often
called upon to work with student groups.
In the area of discipline Dean Wyman points
to a strong judicial system. It is the judiciaries that
handle most disciplinary matters. Dean Wyman
holds the authority of last recourse, an authority
delegated to him by President Strider, in disciplinary procedures. In matters where local authority
is involved Colby does everything it can to aid a stu—
dent.s defense, but will not accept responsibility
for handling such matters. Dean Wyman said that
the days of handling such matters behind closed doors
are over.
Residential life is an area Wyman feels has improved greatly. He pointed out that each dorm has
specific advantages and disadvantages, such as the
lack of lounges in Averill and Johnson. His office
has aimed at making dorms more of a home than a
hotel.

The post that Dean Wyman has accepted is
Headmaster of the Thacher School. The Thacher
School is located in the Sierras of Southern California near Santa Barbara. The school's program
includes mountaineering. Wyman expressed some
regrets in leaving hi gher education, but he is,
"...very pleased to be going to a school of good
academic standing", and looks forward to being
in his old stomping grounds.

Pop Singers Young and Tay lor to Play at Colby
—Jennifer Strode
Jesse Colin Young and Livingston Taylor are
coming to Colby on October 26. That was the five
to one decision made at the Student Association
Executive Board's first meeting Monday .
The concert, sponsored by the Social Life
Committee of the Student Association, will cost
approximately $12,700 including Young's fee of
$7,5000, Taylor's of less than $2000, and lighting
and advertising costs. Social Life Chairperson Spencer
Aitel stressed the importance of advertising, noting
that the financial success of the concert depends on
outside non-Colby participation. He anticipated the
attendence of 1000 Colby students and 2000 outsiders
in order for the concert to break even. This was '
considering ticket costs which he predicts will be '
$3.50 for students presale and $4.50 for outsiders
and at the door.
The five to one decision was made after much
debate by the Board and on the floor bv students who
attended the open meeting. The Board brought the
decision before the students because they were
undecided as to the ethics of .such an expenditu re. They
were concerned that asking a Colby student to buy
a relatively expensive ticket for a concert also opened
to outsiders might be u nfair since the students already
pay a sizable activities fee. If a concert this expensive
incurred losses, t|w money lost would le the students'
money. This would amount to students subsidizing
entertainment fo\r non-Colby people. It was also pointed
out that any losses would jeopardiz efuture entertainment this year.

Spencer Aitel countered , demonstrating that
Bowdoin funds its Social Activities with the revenu e
made on concerts, and any gains would provide Colby
with more entertainment. The general feeling expressed
was that there was a demand for a large concert and
that Colby deserved such a social experience. This
was supported by a show of hands of the studen ts
present, the majority approving the concert. Executive
Chairperson Bob Anderson expressed the opinion that
the student support really helped sway the Board
members decision,
. Other action discussed at the Monday meeting was
the dissolution of Sunday Cinema , a private film showing
organization. Sunday Cinema previously owned the
projectors in Lovejoy 100 and received a fee for showing
films and maintaining the equipment, The Stu-A
Board felt that it was unethical for a private group
to be making a profit from entertainment that was
otherwise student-funded. The projectors have been
purchased from Sunday Cinema for last years repair
costs, and all films now come under Stu-A's auspices.
Anyone interested in helping organize the film showing
should contact Spenceir Aitel or Garrett White.
Other discussion at the meeting included the
basic functions of each of the Board members and
their plans, Mentioned were followup on old issues
which surfaced last year, among them.* minority students
at Colby, building priorities, and women's issues.
Anyone interested in contacting the Board members *
Should check their office hours posted in their Roberts
offi ce. The next open Stu-A meeting will be Monday,
Sept. 29th, at 7:00pm in Woodman Lounge.

¦
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Colby in the Summer

Some tools of the trade, which may well become more
permanent come March.,

Wacky Joback y
—Ben Ford .
Throu gh the passage of tne new Maine State
Criminal Code, Maine.has joined hands with Oregonand
Alaska in decriminalizing the possession of small amounts
of marijuana, The Code was given the State Legislature's
overwhelming approval, and was signed into law by
Gov. Longley on June 18, 1975. The code provides
for the decriminalization of the possession of up to
Vk ounces of marijauna. Under the Code, possession
of this amount is subject to a civil fine of up to
$200 , but there is no provision for any jail sentence
or criminal records in connection with the offense.
Possession of amounts exceeding l'V_ ounces is considered
a misdemeanor. But before anyone puts the new law
to the test, be aware that it does no go into effect
until March 1, 1976. In the meantime, possession is
still a criminal offense, with up to $1000 fine and
11 months in jail for the first offense. So save the
celebrations for March.

Incredible as it may seem, our college does not

su ddenl y come to a standstill at the end of May .

The next three months or so are replete with activities
of every sort, oriented both to the community and
to the specialized seminar.
From the tenth of June to the twenty-ei gth
of August there were a total of twenty-two conferences ,
workshops, and seminars. August was the most active
month with ten activities, two of which were in their
twentieth year. June and July each carried six.
. Top ics ranged from The World Cheerleader
Council to the Sixteenth Annual Seminar in Otolaryngology. The average time for these activities was
3-4 days, although one course spanned the entire summer
For the benefit of the surrounding community
there were exhibits , concerts, lectures and recitals as
well as several locall y listed miscellaneous activities.
Evidently, all events were very popular. About 500
people attended each of the Gould Music Shell
conerts. Of special interest in the upcoming Bicentennial
Year , Professor Bassett , Director of the American
Studies Program , offered a special lecture on "The
Great Depression-Then and Now."
Colb y had made a fine effort to maintain the tra
ditional function of a college as a center of leaning
and cultural activities. Jud ging by the four thousand
people accomodated this year's effort was a success.

Freshmen O riented

-Jeff Wuorio
Colby opened its orientation program for the
158th freshman class only two weeks ago. The purpose
of the program was to introduce the new students
to the ca'mpus, their academic advisors and their
peers. The progra m , which ran for four days consisted of academic meetings, language and science
placement examinations , a tour of the library and
various social activities.
The reaction of the freshmen to the overall
success of the orientation period was generally favorable
However, several students stated that the catalogue
had provided them with as much information as
had the academic assemblies, They contended that
mu ch of the information concerning their program
of studies had come from informal talks with other
students, particularly with the upperclassmen who were
present during the four day period.
Meetings with faculty advisors were evidently
the most beneficial. More of this kind of individual
attention , lacking in large meetings, was suggested
as an improvement p
In contrast to the mixe d feelings concerning
the academic portion of orientation , almost all freshmen
felt thtat the social program enjoyed a higher degree
of success in familiarizing students with Colby.
Par t ies, mixers and the square dance all contributed
to a fairly active social schedule.
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A Word by Boh^ Andersom

Declaration of Purpose
The Colby ECHO, as this school's weekly
newspaper, plays an integral part in the life of the
college. We feel an important committment to you ,
our reader s, to provide an enlightening and entertaining
issue every Thursday. But by definition , our most
solemn duty is to report the latest "news", both
local and otherwise. Hence, we hereby declare our
intentions to record the news in as an objective and
unbiased manner as possible, allowing the factual
information to speak for itself. Outside the realm
of actual news, the rest of the paper will consist of
feature articles. These seek not only to inform the
student, as a simple news article might , but also to
expose and activate the reader's interest in unexplored areas. These articles should contain more
of the writer's personality and opinion than the
concrete news stories. Our own opinions on the
subjects facing the Colby community will be confined
to the editorial page.
To keep you informed about important current
events and provoke serious thoug ht and action
is oui responsibility. Unfortunately, the role of the
reader is not so obvious. We ask something more of
our readers than a quick perusal through the pages
of the ECHO. We ask that you read the paper carefully
critically, and thoughtfully. Toward this end, the
ECHO should serve as a forum for student and faculty
opinion expressed in articles and Letters to the
Editor.
The coming year will be marked by major issues
and decisions which affect all of you. We urge everyone to realize their potential for involvement and
change in the college. We hope the ECHO will serve
as a useful and important vehicle in this respect.

'

' (M
Monday night there were more people at the M
Student Association meeting than I've ever seen befCTfej l
possibly more than in the Association 's history. Soriip|i
may say this happened because the meeting was heldj#J
in Dana Lounge. I would like to believe that the reas|«i|
for such a turnout is that we students actually DO ip <
give a damn about what goes on around
| here!
|
||
At that meeting, the Stu-A executive commitrt^tt |
voted to finance a $13,000 concert at Golby ( Living^*!
ston Taylor and Jesse Colin Young). I'm convinced XM -f
that we would NOT be producing a big time concertf|j _
if it weren't for the involvement and persuasive argu4£ •
ments of the many students present.
, '0A
What does all this mean? It means that ^tudents-;i.|
CAN be heard and that we DO have something to • m®
W'i
say about our college.
Last spring Stu-A, of which-EVERY COLBY Sm
DENT IS A MEMBER saw a $1 million infirmary Jf|
allocation as being a bit foolish and not in the student^
best interest. As a result of our efforts 3A million dolIa*|
was allocated for the renovation of Robert's Union ^fPf
into a student center. Now that's what I call being |j|p
' '
' " ¦ ". . . .'|1|
heard. ' ' " . .
saw
Colbj|si
A number of Colby women (and men)
housing situation as being discriminatory toward '7%$-\
women. It still is, but three women are now living $|-i;
in a fraternity and, believe it or not, they're still alive!^
' -i'
Proposals made last spring by the "Minorities A^
Committee" seem to be getting "committeed" by thf£f
Board of Trustees, to death. But a little progress has|f| j
been made. Gloria Payne's still flappin', so there's '!$.
hope here yet.
S7i'\
In conclusion, I'd like to relate to you a specially
problem which, in one way or another, affects all of f.|? C
us. For three years now I've had to brave Maine winter :\
and drunk drivers in order to have a "hot toddy" -. -- ¦¦%¦¦¦']
or three in town. It's about time Colby had its own it i
bistro. Now, would you believe that the Dean's office^; •
and administrative assistant to the president are behind -!
Stu-A on this issue and are pushing for a liquor license?,^
We're going to have a pub at Colby this year ! We're •. .^,
on our way! Join us next Monday at 7:00 in Woodman ;
Lounge! Vale!!
|§_
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Activities Fair

—Nancy Daly
"There was a large turnout for the recent Activities
Fair, with a wide variety of clubs and activities represented.
The Outing Club got the biggest response, signing up 112
new members. They offered several fall excursions including two occasions for hiking up Katahdin , both of which
filled up almost immediately. Other trips and clinics were
also quickly filled , proving that zest for the outdoor life
remains strong among the wholesome Colby crowd.
Highlights of the evening were performances by the
Colbyettes and the Colby 8. The 8 sounded especially
strong and both were shouted back for encores. Those
strolling around the Fair were also entertained by the Colby
Band , a chess game staged by the Chess Club and an unidentified mimist.
For those interested in m ore serious matters, involvement was o ffered in numerous community activities such as P.l.R.G. (the Public Interest Research Group),
the Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts, and the Jaycces. Several
town organizations vied for volunteers for goodwill work
widi the aged , the mentally retarded , and the deprived.
Also represented were a host of on-campus activities
and facilities. The Rugby Club, Spanish & French Clubs,
Gliding Club, the Women 's Group and Colby's Symphony
Orchestra all seemed to get fairly enthusiastic responses, as
did the various religious grou ps represented, The Environmental Council was signing people up to aid in paper recycling and maple syrup-making. Pequod , Colby's literary
magazine was spotting new talent , as was John Valencia,
who will be conducting a Theatre Techniqu e Workshop for
work and fun this semester, The Photography Club was
happy to offer darkroom facilities in Roberts Union to mem
bers, as does The Graphic Arts Workshop and the Pottery
Group.
Almost any inclination could be satisfied by something at the Fair, If y ou missed it, there is still plenty "of
time to get involved in the variety of organized activities
offered at Colby,
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Letters fro the Editor %
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¦ •
:
i
The ECHO will publish letters to the

studentsbody in the Letters to the Editor section , but only iifti
they are signed. Letters should be submitted to the ijfj
ECHO office, 101 RunnaIs,no later than Monday <;|-;
night,
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Rapp ro chement - President Stridor
Everyone who is associated in sorne way with Colby
has his own view of it. Vice President-Pullen and Mr. Cox .
are concerned primarily with the financial stability of the
institution ; Dean Jenson with faculty problems and the educational program ; Vice President Turner with fund-raising
and long range development ; Dean Wyman with the well- :
being of the students ; Dean Carroll with the next Freshman
class; Mr. Farr with scholarships and career counseling;
Mr. Palmer and Mr. Grindall with the maintenance ot me
buildings and grounds. Members of the'faculty are concerned primarily with their own teaching an J writing, and
with the intellectual disciplines they profess. Students are
concerned primarily with their courses and their majors and
with their social life and Hying conditions. Everyone is to
. some degree concerned with die total institution and its
1 mission. Broad participation in committee deliberations on
mentioned
fpfe part of all the individuals and groups 1r"have
extent of this commitment, -:
ttests
to
the
;
But the role of the President is a. little different from
all of these. The President cannot be prima rily concerned
with any one of the matters to which I have alluded , for indeed he must be concerned with them all. Occasionally
someone asks me, "What does a president do?" Or I might
put it as a student once put it to me: "I know what wakes
me up every now and then in the night. What wakes you up
in the night?" So a word or two on this subject might be
illuminating.
The president of a college is responsible to the Board
of Trustees for the management of the institution in all
its facets, and for that reason he (or she) wakes up in the
ffil'ght for every imaginable kind of reason. I have often ob'' served that the President has an indeterminate number of
^full-time occupations (and possibly that is why some of us
in the profession wonder whether we are doing any of them
at all well). The President is, one expects, an educational
leader ;the head of a complex administrative organization ;
the central figure in fund-raising ; the principal" liaison be- tween the college and the alumni ; the embodiment of the
college before the public; and the agent of the Board of
Trustees in seeing to it that the college works consistently
to fulfill its mission. In carrying out these various functions
the President tries to be accessible to everyone, to get to
know as many students as possible, to become well acquainted with all the faculty, to participate in endless committee
meetings, to visit between fifteen and twenty alumni groups
each year, to make development calls on foundations and
\ corporationsand individuals, to report frequently to the
Board and the committees of the Board , to meet at least
once a week and sometimes more with the principal officers

There is an unusual amount of ph ysical activity on
the campus this year, or at least preparation for physical
activity. I am not referring to the athletic program , for
that seems very little different from the way it usually is.
I am thinking of the construction and renovation either already in progress or being planned : the health center, the
lobby of the Eustis Building, the Alfond Arena, a student
:enter in Roberts, the theatre soon to be begun on the
west end of the Runnals Union. The most extensive ot an
the contemplated m odifications is in the area of science
facilities. We are still some distance from the construction
phase of this project , but a campai gn for funds is being
carefully designed, and I am optimistic enough to think that
there are students now enrolled at Colby who will see the
fruition of our hopes for a new science building and considerable remodelling in the two that now exist. The fact

of the administration, to engage in voluminous correspondence, to serve on state and regional and national commissions and other organizations, and to accept as many speaking engagements as can be managed.
It is a most interesting life , if a rather busy one. And
it is clear that the perspective from which a president views
the in stitution is fascinating , for it is the one college position the responsibilities of which embrace the totality of ,
the organization.
From this perspective,what appears to be especially significant or notable about the academic year we are
just beginning? I am struck by two things.

New Fac ulty at Colby

—N.A. Keyes Jr.
The ECHO is conducting interviews of new
faculty this semester in order that the students
kn ow who these people are . Colby gained many
new members this year, two of whom , Alexis
Levitin and Michael Sherard are presen ted here .
Results of. the interviews with each new member
shall appear in forthcoming issues.
Alexis Levitin of the English Department
attended Columbia University and received his
B.A. in Biology , his M.A. and Ph. D. in English.
He nas specialized in teaching contemporary English and American Lit. though he particularly enjoys
Shakespeare and examining relationships between
aj iimal behavior and human experiences. Previous
to Colby, Mr. Levitin tau ght for three years at
Dartmouth College, a year at Tufts University, and
accepted an unanticipated opportunity to construct
a masters program of contemporary English and
American Lit. at Universidade Federal De Santa
Catarina in Brazil.
His decision to go to Brazil in 1972, almost
whimsical , actuated an interesting sideline to his
career, Feeling a need to renew contact with the
states Mr. Levitin returned in 1974 to New York.
Because of his recent exposure to Brazilian literature
and his acquired knowled ge of Portuguese he took
a job with WBAI for four radio programs, Two of
these entailed the translation of Brazilian poetry
while the others entailed memorial readings of

Au d en 's sonnets from China and various works of *

Chester Kallman. His work as editor and translator
of Brazilian Lit, is represented in well-known American books and magazines which include "The Chicago Review ", "American PENN" , "Mundus Artium "
as well as the entire Brazilian section for "Latin
American literature Today".
Mr. Levitin has travelled extensively throughout
Sou th American , hitch-hiked through Iceland and
parts of Europe and has visited the Near East. Among
the less frequented corners of the earth , h e has b een
to Tierra Del Fuego, Robinson Cruspe Island, Antar tica. and has journeyed on a small riverboat through
the Amazon and some of its tributaries.

that all this is going on is evidence of the health of this
academic community. We do not delude ourselves as
to the financial stringency of the years immediately ahead,
but it is encouraging that the Colby Board of Trustees and
the Administration are confident enough about the future
to work in these ways toward such worthy ends.
The other thing that strikes me, and heartens me as
well, is evidence this fall of the ferment of ideas about education that has characterized the Colby of the past several
decades. We continue to examine ourselves, evaluate the
courses that are taught and learned, appraise the methods
by which learning takes place. There are many examples,
but I will allude to only one. A Committee on the Freshman Year has been formed , chaired by Dean Jenson, with
representation from the faculty, students, and administration
Modest support is being given to the work of the Committee from the Ford Venture Fund. It is our constant concern
that entering students will find the Freshman year challenging and in some fashion a coherent intellectual experience.
The world of education changes rapidly, and those changes
must be reflected in the quality of the educational offering
at Colby. Hence the necessity for a continuing scrutiny
of all that we do, year after year. Other groups and individuals are examining other areas of our program, but the
existence of this Committee seems to me to typify that
perennial concern as well as any.
So I would say that from, the perspective of the President's Office the health of the institution is good, the
customary vitality of Colby is being maintained, and we
are off to a good start for what I trust will be a rewarding
year.

Levit in and Sherard

Excited about teaching at Colby, Mr. Levitin
believes such an atmosphere allows for a personal
approach to the acqu isition of knowledge which,
in larger universities, faces the danger of dehumanized
technical study. While at Colby Mr. Levitin hopes to
facilitate his students "to think, to feel , and to see
what goes on in life through Literature. "
Michael Sherard succeeds George Ellison as head
of the East Asian Studies Program in the Department
of Modern Languages. He teaches Japanese, has
introdu ced Chinese to Colby, and plans to establish
a program in linguistic study.
Mr. Sherard received each of his degrees from
Cornell University which include a Ph, D. in Theoretical Linguistics. In 1969 he was director of the
Japanese Dept. to the Foreign Service Institute of the
U.S. State Dept. in Washington. Between
72-73 he acted as research fellow in the center of
A,sian Studies at the University of Hong Kong where
he lived for a time on his Chinese Junk. Among other
distinctions Mr. Sherard is recorded as the only Human being to have surviveid shipwreck from a 1971
typhoon as his junk was sunk in the South China Sea.
Part of his concern at Colby, said Mr. Sherard
is in breaking down common erroneou s preconceptions of the Orieiit and the study of it, He reflected
upon students' reluctance to get involved due to the
belief that such study implies total commitment and
higher specialization, This lie maintains to be untrue.
He added that these places are alive with culture
and should be studied as readily as French or Spanish."Why not, Why should Oriental languages
come second? Considering the state of the world
these days, its influence and need for communication
is equal.
It appears that Colby is in accord on this matter
and has allowed considerable flexibility for Mr.
Sherard to institute his ideas.
Having already generated interest among several
faculty members Mr. Sherard will be teaching a course
in Al Kl DO, a martial art designed for self-defense**

without inflicting injury to the opponent. This course
is one he taught at Cornell between 73-75 which led
several students to pursue this interest in Japan.
For his,courses in Japanese Mr. Sherard would

like to convert a room in Lovejoy from the traditional
green-paint-blackboard-desk-and-chairs standard to a
more contemporary Japanese style where knowledge
"shared barefoot on the floor
"the course reading list for Beginning Japanese is
kind of unorthodox."
Beginning Japanese"
"Reading Japanese"
"A First Zen Reader"
"Zen and the Art of Archery"
"Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance"
Mr. Sherard feels very enthusiastic about the program
and hopes to make the knowledge he acquired through a
traditional system a more enjoyable and desirable experience for students at Colby.

A new face at Colby, Alexis Levitin,
(Photo by Ed Busuttil)

Hungr y Chuck 's inevitabl e Food Co-op
-Barbie McCarty
Hungry Chuck's Inevitable Food Co-op is
Waterville's supplier for the Western Coordinated
Produce Center located in Hallowell, Maine. Founded
just about a year ago, the Co-op is a relatively new
service to the Waterville area. It 's growth and development from a small and chaotic type of '
Unco-operative, to its present status as a stable
organization is a rather amazing history. Success
is .largely due to the responsible attitude and inexhaustible resources of the current leaders,
Dede Herman , a Colb y student and Kris Clark,
a former Colbyite.
A Co-op member enjoys numerous advantages of the overall operation. High quality produce and other assorted items are available for wholesale (and sometimes even less) prices. The food
comes from two sources. Primarily, it comes from
the Chelsea Market outside of Boston. A volunteer
organization called New England Food Co-ops
(NEFCO) from Boston arranges to buy the food
for all the participating Co-ops in the area. Th ey
compare the enormou s amount of available produce to find the best quality and lowest prices.
The Co-op is presently experimenting with direct
ordering from the local Maine farmers in order to
set up a produ cer-consumer co-operative. Evidently
there are all kinds of economic and p olitical implications here, but for the moment, the concern
is that either way the food is good and the prices
are low.
Every Co-op member makes a certain commitment to the Co-op as a whole. Thoughtful
planning of group orders and a responsible attitude
towards the work is really the foundation of the
Co-op system. The principle of ordering bulk
quantities is one way to cut the cost of the aver-

age consumer. Although a random order of small
quantities is possible, it complicates the procedure.
Another reason that the Co-op works effectively
is that retailers are eliminated. The service of the
"Middle man" is repla ced by the volunteer help
of the Co-op members themselves. Ordering, bk
keeping, trucking, boxing and breaking down are
the jobs shared by the Co-op volunteers.
Now for the nitty gritty of how Hungry Chucks
can be used by the Colby population. Harry Nelson ,
will be the co-ordinator for our off-campus order,
while Mr. Mizner is responsible for the faculty lists.
Order sheets will be distributed-to those interested
in each month's Co-op. (Produc-e varies according
to season, although the basic cheeses, vegetables,
fruits , grains and sweeteners are generally offered.)
They will, in turn , compile a group order from all the
individual lists, checking changing prices, and recording payment. Kris and Dede will include the
Colby orders as part of the Waterville order, which
is part of the Hallowell order, and so on. Three to
four weeks later, the produce is delivered to the
Breakdown Center located in the basement of the
Diocesan Human Relations Services located at 224
Main Street. There it must be broken down into the
large group orders and then rebroken down into the
individual orders. Bookkeeping, commodity sheets
and the actual counting are also completed at this
time. By the end of the Breakdown, your order will
be ready to pick up. It's that simple.
Hungry Chucks can be a great advantage to'the
struggling college student. With a perspective on the
commitment involved and a fair delegation of labor,
one can survive the ever-rising cost of Super-market
lifestyles. Ordering for this month begins today. If
you would like to become a member of Hungry
Chucks catch Harry Nelson at the Spa or at 28
Summer Street or give me a call at 873-1364.

KennebecValley Civil Liberties
Union Meeting
The Kennebec Valley Civu Liberties Union
held its monthly meeting on Monda y Septem ber
15, in the Un iversalist-Unjtarian Church in Waterville
Bob Reuman , a member of the local group, reported
on last Saturday's Conference on Criminal Law
which was sponsored by the MCLU at the University
of Maine Law School.
In discussing the keynote address by Jay Miller
Associate director of the ACLU Washington office,
Mr. Reuman stated that there is a great danger that
the repressive Senate Bill 1 to codif y U.S. Criminal
Law may pass Congress because of its sheer bulk.
Civil libertarians object to over 30 major provisions
in the 753 page bill, which is a holdover from the
Nixon-Mitchell era .
The official secrets aspects of the bill was
cited as one of Senate l's most objectionable
features. In this section a government official who
leaked "national defense information " or "classified
information" to a reporter, or any unauthorized persons,
could be prosecuted and even in peace time get up to
seven years in prison. A reporter or publisher obtaining and communicating such informati on to
anyone not "authorized" to receive it could be
similarly guilty . "National defense information" is
loosely defined; Congress and the Executive branch
are given broad power to declare what is "Classified
information " and the bill drops present requirements
that the government prove some intent to hurt the
nation. The Pentagon Papers and much Watergate
information would clearly come under this definition.
In other Sections Senate 1 would reinstate the
death penalty for a wide variety of circumstances and
extend wiretapping to the extent of allowing for
emergency surveillance for up to 48 hours without
court order. It would also reenact the Smith Act,
making it a crime to advocate revolutionary change
in government , however remote the likely impact
of that advocacy.
The ACLU and other opposing groups such
as Ralph Nader's lobbying group hope to stop the
bill before it reaches the Senate floor or to delay it
until there is a new administration. The local group
was urged to write their Senators and those on the
Senate Judiciary Committee, asking that this repressive
bill not be passed, The next meeting of the KVCLU
will be on October 20th when Representative Judith
Kany will report on Citizens' Privacy and State Govern
ment Records,
----------------------------- --------..-—-————.
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The new and very enthusiastic Director of Student
Activities.

Susa n Benson

Board of Trustees

—Susan Benson
Susan Benson has replaced Bruce Cummings
as the Director of Student Activities, a post she
plans on holding two years. Here, the Echo has
given her a chance to outline the job and discuss
some of her ideas and general aims:
The job has many facets, but all involve the
improvement of residential life at Colby. I see the
first-major role of the office as a service for students
and student organizations with^uestions%_ d'problems!
on how to implement their ideas. This involves
helping new organizations in their establishment ,
and old groups in their budgeting, scheduling, and
space needs. My role as ad visor, however, remains
unofficial, with the exception of a few groups,-.most
notably, the Student Association, with whom I
hope to work closely this year.
The second major part of the job is as the
coordinator of certain student services ; the mail ' rooms, jitney, information desk, and use of the
Unions fall under my jur isdiction. In addition ,
the office opens the year with Freshman Week, and
will close it with Commencement. So far, so good!
The largest problem this year will be space, as
a result of the Runnals renovation. N ew rooms
must be found for all those previously in the Union.
The squeeze has necessitated a strict procedure for
schedulin g, whereby any group that wants to meet
mu st go through the Calendar Office , and myself
to avoid hassles^ and unfortunate conflicts. Things
will be tight for sure (the Rolling Stones in Given?),
but the move has also produced some unexpected
¦
surprises. The Coffee House has been relocated in
**-'
the spacious Rob erts Union Loft, and is serviced
by a kitchen offering an expan ded menu, Dunn and
Smith Lounges have moved to the second floor of
Roberts, and may be scheduled by any student
group, organized or private. Tlie same kitcljen that
provides hamburgers and omelettes on Friday and
Saturday nights, can be reserved any time during the
week. Utensils can be checked out at the Roberts main de
desk. The Stu-A office has been relocated in the old
ROTC office in Roberts, and SOBU has been given
the Mary Low basement room as a permanent headqu arters. The Echo office is being moved (again)
to a Field House classroom.
This year promises to be a very exciting one,
with the Runnals and Roberts -renovation plans,
and the energized student body. It has statted off
excellently, and I hope all the energy and momentum .
ft
of interest in both the immediate and long range
problems of residential life at Colby, does not fade.
I welcome any.questions or suggestions, an d can
be found in Roberts, in the room behind tlie main
. '
desk , and at extension 295.

-Joe Tyler

The Board of Trustees has under it a subcommittee which from time to time las been activated in an
effort to evaluate the status of minority students
at Colby. Although no definite date has been set,
the .committee will meet sometime this.fall .to deter-- !
mine what progress, if any, has been made in tJh e'fbuj .
years since the last stud y of minority .conditions .- ._ » ¦ ;, . .
was made.
Ten subject areas will be examined in this study:
the nu mbers of minorities present ; recruiting efforts ;
which items do not reflect the strength of minorities
from year to year ; admissions policy; pre-college
training; faculty , staff , and curricu lum; tutoring
and advising services;on-campus environment; financial
aid, budgeting implications; and possible means by
which the general student body can become involved in the problems confronting minorities.
There are two important but seemingl y insoluble
factors in this final consideration. The geographical
location of the college as well as a notable lack of
minority communities in Waterville and the surrounding
area have been a detriment to the establishment
of minority groups on campus.
Representative interests in the committee are
fairl y well balanced. Aiding Chairperson , Sigrid
Tompkins, will be six m embers of the Board of
Trustees. Professors Foner and Btancaccio will represent
faculty interests. Gloria Payne, Alvin Wilson, and
David Christie will speak for the students.
If there is any consideration to be voiced in
this important matter, please contact one of the student representatives. In order for the results to be
more than just statistics, student participation is
needed.
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MEETINGS ; ¦:'. ' .
The Colby Dance Club meets every Monday night
at 7:15 in Runnals.

NEWS BRIEFS

The International Relations Club will meet
Thursday, Sept. 25th at 7:00 in Sturtevant Lounge.
\
FILMS . Colb y-Sunday the 28th at 7:30 Film Direction will
present Un Chien Andalou by Salvador Dali and
Los Olvidados by Luis Bunuel in Lovejoy 100.
Bates—Friday the 26th at 7:30 and 9:30 Ivan the
Terrible will be shown in the Schaeffer Th eater.
Admission is $.75.
Bowdoin-Friday the 26tb Yankee Doodle Dandy
with James Cagney, and a special newsreel of Tedd y
Roosevelt's career, the Scopes (Darrow and Bryan)
trial, the 1932 Olympics and Harry Houdini , will
be shown in Smith Auditorium at 8 and 10 pm.
Admission is $1.
U. of Maine— The Band V/qgo n will be presented on
Sept. 26 at 7 and 9:3 0 pm in Nutting Hall at the
University of Maine at Orono. Admission is $.50.

CLASSIFIEDS

"

-*—*^
Would you like a Newspaper Internship next
summer? Newspaper Fund has information abou '
internships for college jun iors which includes help
in finding newspaper work, pre-internship training
in copyediting, salaries paid by newspapers, and scholar
ships for those completing internship. Applications
are available in Lovejoy 110.

Room available, Gaanan , country house, near
ski slope, will provide transportation to and from
- Colby. Prefer to live with meditator. Write Rich
Barnum, Star Route, Skowhegan.
I am looking for a good second-hand steel string
guitar. If you have one you want to 6ell, please contact
Ben Ford, 246 Woodman , Ext. 559.

STOP TAKING DRUGS—THE BLOOD DRIVE IS
COMING OCT. 9th "

WANTEDi one warm baby Boa Constrictor". If you have
one or know where I can find one, please contact: Kent
at ext: 552.

Phi Delta Theta now accepts women as social m embers.

WANTED: One swingin' man for Robin. Qualifications:
must dance thej itterbug, like cars, use Score hair cream.
Call ECHO office, ext. 240.

Friday the 26th is the last day of change of course
period.All registrations carried past this date appear
on the student's record.
The deadline for applications for Watson Fellowships is
October 14th. The Watson Fellowship provides $7,000
for post-rgraduate work in a foreign country.
Co ntact Prof. Harris in the English Department.

WANTED
6 cyl. Chev., EMC or Dodge Van. Cheap, but good enough
to make it thru the winter. M. Sherard 116 Lovejoy.
The ECHO will publish letters to the student
body in the Letters to the Editor section , but only if
ibey are signeck-Letters should be submitted to the
ECHO off ice , 101 .Runnals, no later than Tuesda y
noon.

. ART*
Bowdoin-A one-man exhibition of paintings b y Maine
; artist John Lorence is being held at the Lancaster
Lounge of the Moulton Union Eskimo Sculpture is
on display in the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum
in Hubbard Hall on the Bowdoin campus through
Sept. 28. Weekend hours are Saturday from 10-5 •
and Sunday from 2—5.

;
\
i
!
]
!
\
i

Bates-The Treat Gallery is exhibiting paintings by
Theodore Coe, an American Poist-Impressionist, through
October 12. Hours are Monday through FViday 1-5
! ¦
and 7-8 and 2-5 on Sunday.
U. Of Maine-A one-man show of metal sculpture
and drawings by Lewis Iselin is on exhibit in the
Carnegie Hall Gallery through September.
.
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Art Opportunities
The print shop is currendy undergoing preparation
for intaglio plates. If anyone is interested iri engraving
and dry point please get in touch with Mrs. Foner
at Dana Hall or in the studio adjacent to the graphics
room in Bixler.
-

Students interested in developing an in dependent
major contact Dean Jensen's office.

Contemporary Boston Painters starting Oct. 1.
tu mmumntniumMHHiu

Christian Science Lecture
"To those leaning on the sustaining infinite, today
is big with blessings."*
God's blessings come as healings to everyone,
and you can prove this todaj*. All are welcome to come
to a free Christian Science Lecture, Saturday afternoon, Oct. 18, in Given Auditorium.
"What It Takes to Hear

SKIERS!
• Sugarloaf is again offering the $100 Season
pass this year. Those of you who missed your chance
to ski fro m Novemb er to May last year have another
opportunity to challenge the slopes at Sugarloaf!
Passes are regularly $210 and the price of a weekend
tick et is $9. So, take advantage of this offer, beadline for the season ticket passes is October 31, 1975.
Please see Jenny Frutchy in 204 Small (872-9823).

WANTED: Any gal for Hal. X551
nyone (Wishing to work on this noble newspaper, who
is not previously been in contact with us, please stop by
le ECHO office on Monday night at 8:00 p.m. Good
ork , good hours, meet lots of interesting peop le.
interested in late night fun? Call ext. 240 any Wednesda
light after 11 p.m.
.
'
WrSftSSISS:^

•Science and Health w hb Key to the Scr iptures ,
Mary B. Eddy

WORKSHOPS
The Pottery Workshop in Roberts Union basement is open for new members. A fee of $7.50
entitles you to unlimited use of the equipment and
materials. Instruction is available on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 7 -9p.m.; however, the workshop
is open for individual work on Mondays and Wednesdays,
3-6p.m. Contact Liz Lawrence for more information .

Sooner or Later , your insatiable desire for new
music will have to lead you to us.
Sooner: $4.99
Springstee n/Dewer/J anis Ian/Pink Floyd/ Ronstadt/Gatoi/A llmans/Starship/Taj/ Tidt/Bonnie Raitt/
Foghat/Renaissance /Fleetwood/Ohio .Players
/B .f . Express
—$4 ' 99

®
%
&
s
i
s
1

^M ott/Herhie Hancock/Burritos/ J inwiy Cliff/I mports &
'
Cutouts
,
• For those who don 't know where we are — DO
Vor head downtownl! Turn the other way, and go
'oft at Thayer , left at the church - or ask a friend with
i car to tako you to McDonald 's and hijack him to the
Vm Plaz a (only another 100 yards );
'
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Upper Main Street—872-8856

• Anyone interested in the Hang

Gliding Club?
| Contact: Mary Lcger 326 Butler or Paul
Clarke 303
George Harr ison/Dave Mason/A ztec Two Step/ $
'

Later:
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DeOrsey 's Record Shop.

•Im plaza
WATERVILLE

Foss, ext. 570, or Curtis Sears, Office of Admissions.
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Visit & cho ose from

our

outstan din g record selection
w
f totrt 1. 99 up
^
99 Mai n St.
872-5622
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Junior Year Abroad Alive
Junior year ab road—an exciting possibility, an
enlightening reality, no matter where in the world
you go. Colb y offers numerous opportunities for
by studying-for either a year or a semester in another
country. Such opportunities. include, in Great Britain:
the Universities of York, Cardiff , Swansea, Edinburgh ,
Glasgow, Aberdeen, East Anglia, Leicester, Kent,
Leeds, and St. Andrews; also, The London School
of Economics, Goldsmith's College, London ,
University College London, and St. Clare's Hall and
Manchester College, both in Oxford; in Ireland,
Trinity College, Dublin, and in New Zealand, the
Universities of Otago and of Canterbury. Programs
in Paris include Sweet Briar 's and the University of
Vermont's; Colby also has a program in Caen, S.U.N.Y.,
Buffalo in Grenoble, and Knox College in Besancon,
France: N.Y.U. and St. Louis both have programs in
Madried. Further possiblities include the Associated
Mid-Florida Colleges Program at the University of
Neuchatel, Switzerland, U.N.H. in Saltzburg, Wagner
College in Bergenz, Austria, Wh ittier College in Copenhagen, Hebrew Union University in Jerusalem, the
Trinity College Program in Italy, the St. Lawrence
Program in Nairobi, the Great Lakes Colleges Associated
Program in Bogota, Colombia, Kansai in Japan ,
the Associated Kyoto Program, and the Institute of '"
European Studies' programs in Austria, Spain, Germany,
England , and France. And this list is by no means
exhaustive.
Of course, there is no such thing as a typica l
junior year abroad experience, but I can give you
some impressions of my experience at Manchester
College Oxford. Manchester is a small college (approximately 63 students—British, American, and Dutch),
located in the midst of Oxford University. The College
is affiliated with the University, giving it many advantages—students from Manchester may use the Bodleian
Library, attend University lecturesjwhich last year
included Archibald Cox on the U.S. Supreme Court
and Dame Helen Gardner on T.S. Eliot), study with
Oxford tutors, and participate in University . societies
(fro m the Oxford Union, with its famed political
debates, to the Rambling Club, Gilbert and Sullivan
Society, or the Tiddly Winks Society). Manchester is,
modelled on the Oxford colleges, with study by the
tutorial method (that is, a weekly meeting of student
and tutor, which usually begins with the .student reading
his/her essay, followed by a discussion of the essay and
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at right neighborly prices.

The Sirloin Room ava ilable
for meetings or groups at no charge Main St. Elm Plaza
Waterville
Waterville
Main St,, Elm Pla za

Mr. F ish & Chips
featuring

delicious fried chicke n and seafoods
beer on tap
This Week' s Special
Next Week:

the week's assigned and independent reading). The
college is small enough to be personalized and friendly,
with students and tutors on a first name basis. Yet
diversity is provided by the larger world of Oxford .
University. Concerts, movies, plays, lectures, discussions,
and teas are plentiful at Oxford—as are pubs. Another
plus is the closeness of London—an hour away by Brit
Rail. Furthermore, there is abundant ooportunity for
travel;we had two vacations of a month each, and student
discounts for trains, planes, etc. made travel extremely
reasonable.
There are some of the factual impressions of a year
abroad, but there are many insights a student brings
back (or discovers, once home) not so easy to categorize—the discovery of an English student's conceptio n (or misconception) of the United States, the
realization that you are beginnings© th ink of the
U.S. as another country in a larger world, an observation
of the close ties and yet the often vivid differences
in people and attitudes among the Western European •
nations. A year abroad encourages independence
and maturity, while at the same time it fosters looking
outward, to gain perspective on the U.S. and its
culture. Finally, all of the people I'vejtalked to who - . .
were abroad last year have agreed that the experience
has given them a fresh start senior year at Colby.
Contrary to the notion of a letdown, we've returned
what
with broadened attitudes and a new outlook on
¦- .
•
_
offer.
.
has
to
Colby
Some general information .- it 's best to st^rt early
sophomore year exploring possibilities and programs
for a junior year or semester abroad , since many applications are due in January or February. There are
programs suited to almost everyone's needs and desiresit is possible to study abroad sophomore or senior,
instead of junior , year, and you definitely do not have
to be language major to go. Several universities have
excellent programsin economics, sociology, education,
history, art* music, even American Studies. The program
that you choose, however, must be approved by
Colby's Committee on Foreign Study and Student
Exchange Programs, to insure that you receive full
credit for your work.And, happily, me cost of a junior
year abroad is very often equal to or less than the
cost of a" year at Colby, including travel expenses.
There ate many seniors eager to tell you about
their experiences abroad last year. For information
on programs as well as names and addresses of people
to talk to, see Dean Downing in 205 Eustis. A cliche,
is
perhap s, but tru|rjunior yea^abrpad a once-in- $'
a-lifetime experience.

Venture r :Funds Who Gets Them
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College Commiteer

—Kirn Koza

,

Colby was fortunate as well as honored to "win "
a Ford F oundation .Venture Fund grant of $7 5,000
in 1975, $50,000 in 1976, and $25,000 in 1977.
The purpose of this money according to Dean of
Faculty Paul Jenson is to allow a small college to try
out new ideas, ideas for which no regular funding is
available. Jenson does not believe that the word
"venture" implies expansion and sees Colby in a
steady-state situation where one would be reluctant
to initiate new programs or fields of study which would
require additional staff members.
The "ideas" which h ave attracted venture money
focus on studying and revising existing teaching methods
(i.e. foreign languages) and grants for sabatical and
vacation travel and research by professors . Venture
funds have been used to hire an additional bio-lab
assistant. Jenson says that a new approach is being
used in the lab, and this makes venture fundirig appropriate. Students will be able to apply to a "Committee
to Fund Student's Special Projects " for an amount not
over $500. Of the $75 ,000, a little over a third has
been allocated to instru ction method development:
modern foreign languages methods are being studied
by Prof, Jean Bund y, and a Saint John 's program in
classics b y Prof. Bratt. More than a fourth of the total
is earmarked for research and travel grants. Sizable
chunks are as yet unclaimed.
Dean Jenson readily admits that the allocation of
money has been worked out by Dr, Strider and the i
administration without direct representation by students
and faculty. There is an assumed understanding the
Ford money is granted in care of the college president.
A committee including students and faculty may come
in the future.

¦
:—David Harriis . - . • ¦ ¦' '
• The Student Association Committee on Committees is asking for more students to serve on college
committees. They received a good response at the Stu-A table at the Activities Fair (for example,
twenty people "signed up for the Educational Policy
Committee), but they need and want more student
participation. Currently, there are openings in the
thirteen college committees, four Board of Trustee
committees and a special ad hoc Bicentennial committee, all of which cover nearly every aspect of
' '] .
Colby life.
Students
who
are
interested in serving on any
.
of these comm ittees (listed below) should contact .
Committee Chairperson Scott McDermott, 228A
Dana, extension 45 3. If he is riot tnere, leave a
note with name, address, extension, class and committee position desired. Deadline for applications
is Sunday evening, Sept. 28.
A student who signs up;for a committee is not
automatically oh that committee. Each applicant
is interviewed as part of a screening procedure by
the Committee on Committees which currently
consists of Scott, Lesley Johnson, Hank Bothfeld ,
and Jane Hurley. More fresh men and juniors are
needed for this particular section-overseer com- _ mittee.
Once the applicants are screened and
selected, they attend a workshop concerning their
committee and then are ready, theoretically, to
represent the students. Although not all
students who sign up will be selected, it is hoped
that all who apply, and others, will stay interested
and involved. The college committees are a major
avenue for student participation in college affairs.
They are actually a two-way street; a chance for
*"
students to get their thoughts and feelings known
in a constructive fashion , and a way to get information and ideas back to the students. Hopefully,
with more responsibility and responsiveness in all
parts of the committee structure, the committees
'wiil be able to accomplish a great deal more than
they have in the past.'
Following is a listing of the committeeswhich
need student members: Four Board of Trustee
sub-committees need two students each: Buildings
and Grounds, Educational Policy, Planning and
Student Affairs. This year there is also an ad hoc
Bicentennial Committee which will be concerned
with preparations for and participation in bicentennial events. The thirteen collegccommittees, most
of which consist of student , faculty and administration representatives are.- Administrative, Ad-,
missions, Athletics, Bookstore, Educational Policy,
Financial Aid , Foreign Study and Student Exchange,
January Program, Library, Senior Scholars, Standing,
Rights and Rules, and student representatives to
Faculty Meetings. A description of the function
of each committee can be found on pages 21 and 22
of the Student Handbook. Handbooks are available
at Eustis, Roberts Union or from fellow students.
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Tales of the Kenne bec

¦
" - ' '.
—Andrew Scoggin
"What do you mean , get rid of the poison?"
agent 36D inquired indignantly of his immediate
superior, Bossman 42C.
"Just dump the stuff. The Agency doesn't
>
want anymore of that 'saxophone' crap lying around.
We're under congressional investigation, 36D. A lot
of heads 'could rool." Bpssman 42C was becoming
violent. Luckily, he had left his steam-driven Pygmie
Poison Pen-Dart Gun at home in his armaments closet.
Agent 36D was cheeky. "It's saxitoxin, Bossman,
and anyway, if Congress gets too close we'll charge
them with harboring treasonous ideals and c<Mifused
idioms, and infuse tffif Senate building with Manifest
Destiny Gas Compound. ,f
"What about the House of Representatives?
They Ve got_£ieir own investigation, you know."
Bossman 42G could see that this young upstart was
bucking for a promotion.
- "The House, huh? Let's see......how about-rifling
the FBI's files for skeletal dirt, and then slandering
the Reps in our newspapers?" agent 36D asked
excitedly. In his leaping around the room, he was
careful not to trigger his Boot Toe Submachine
Pistol. Bossman 42 C would be irate at him for wearing
it to the office.
"Very good, 36D, very th oughtful. But about
the poison—get rid of the saxoplone cache."
"The what?" Agent 36D was infam ous for his
patented brain-clearing technique.
v "The saxoplone, soxnachoose, whatever it is.
Get the hell rid of it!" Now Bossm an 42C was leaping
around the room. Agent 36D thought he looked like
an ep ileptic kangaroo.
"Oh! That! I can't."
"What do you mean? " Bossman 42C screamed at
agent? 6D.
"I don 't know where it is. The Chief of the
Inventive Death Division is the only one who knows
where the saxitox in is, and he's in the New Hebrides
searching for Circe."
Bossman 42C scratched his head thoughfully.
"Circe
isn't she the one who...."
"That's her." The two had'ceased leaping in
deference to the Chief of the Maliciou s Whispering
and Filthy Tales Division. Bossman 42C and Agent 36D
were anxious that the Chief not start ¦any debilitating
¦
¦
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"But we have to indoctrinate her before the
Red Menace instills her with its Dynamics of Slaughter
ideal," agent36D whispered,
"Just as long as I don 't have to train her. Let
her stay with Inventive Death for awhile." Bossman
42C rescratched his head, somewhat less thoughtfully.
"Ah, yes. The sach spittoon, can you find it, and
dispose of it?"
"I could try. If I did find it, where should I
'
throw it away?"
"Good question, 36D." Bossman had taken
36C's queue and had begun leaping to and fro in a
manner of great concentration. "I've got it!" he
screamed , hitting his head on a hanging plant. "We'll
distribute it in cans of mushroom soup and vichyssoise."
"Disguised as botulism ! Genius, Mr. Bossman!"
agent 36D cried and leaped more ferociously than ever,
"Right. And no one will ever know!"
Together they leaped down the flourescent
corridor , hand in hand , eyes bulging from their sockets,
scream ing, "The Agency shall not be incriminated!
The Agency shall not be incriminated! The Agency
shall not
".
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The freshman class this year numbers 389, whue transfer students account f<j>r an additional 40. Among the ranks
are ten new foreign students coming from Finland, Canada
Guiana, and Nigeria. The enrollment of minority students
in the Class of 1979 is more than double last year's abysmal
8; minority students in the class total 19. There are nine
blacks, seven Spanish surnamed (H.E.W.'s curious nomenclature), and three Oriental-Americans.
Owing to the need for a smaller than usual entering
class and due to last year's walloping freshman group of
508, the admissions policy was somewhat more selective
than in the recent past. Of 3079 applications received, approximately 900 were accepted, and 389 students eventually
enrolled, ; The comparable figures for the Class of 1978 run
3371 applications, 1200 acceptances, and 503 enrollments.
As before, an overwhelming majority of the entering
class is from New England and the Middle Atlantic states.
The 63 applications received from minority group-students
marked a substantial increase over a total pool of 43 in the
previous year. Of these 63 processed applicatipns, 45 elided
in acceptance. Thirty six percent of the freshman class will
be receiving some d egree of financial aid , compared with
20% of last year's entering class,
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Fabulous Antlpaito Siladi, Grbidt rt,
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BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN IvVUNE
food and drinks at
very remonnUeprii 'e*
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ALL HOME COOKING

The accuracy of the Admission's Office in predicting
the number of accepted students who actually would enroll (385 was the projecte d total) made the job of the Dean
of Housing much easier. The correct prediction also reduced
the initially transient population who annually gath er in
' Runnals , Roberts, or the field house to only 9.
There are freshmen living in all of the dormitories
on campus, theoretically in numbers proportionate to the
size of their class. This strict quota system, recently instituted by the Room Draw Committee, has already had its
effect , placing, for instance, more seniors than before in
Dana Hall . It's almost quiet there these days.
The lure of coeducational living on the third floor of
Foss was not great. The freshmen number 18 out of 58
students living there, and practically all freshmen who
asked to be admitted were. Total freshman involvement,
academic and non-academic, of the Center for Coordinated
Studies comes to 48 students.
According to the often fallible law of averages, well
over three-quarters of the freshman will carry away Colby
diplomas, 75% in 4 years and 8% more in four and a half.
Indeed , demonstrating unheard of fortitude, nerve, and
solidarity, every single one of the freshman appeared at
the registration tables.
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NO SOLUTION
-Hal Bodden
Adrian Barber bought one copy each of Paris
Match and Tim'e and strolled unhurriedly, to the
Japan Airlines ticket counter. He noticed that the girl
behind the counter was quite pretty. For a moment
he considered remaining in Israel, but , no, he had
pressing business in Singapore. He talked amiab ly with
the young Israeli girl while she wrote his ticket.
She was recently out of the army and hoped someday to finish college, perhaps in the United States.
As they chatted five Japanese men entered the main
lobby. Once inside they separated and stationed
themselves in obscure corners. '
Adrian Barber thanked the. girl and started off
toward gate number 23. As he passed the main lobby
he saw a tall Japanese man wave to someone across
the floor. Just then Adrian Barber was cut iri half
7
by a burst of submachine gun fire.
"Thank God they've captured her. Now wie can
sleep safely in our beds." The woman I heard say that
was referring to Patricia Hearst. But what about the
others? What about the other alleged criminals who
still run free? Where's Jimmy Hoffa? Was he indeed
the victim of a kidnapping? Perhaps the most terrifying
thought is this—how do we identify and arrest those
facelss terrorists who have killed and crippled hundreds
of innocents in what can iustlv be called carnage?
From them we cannot hide. The terrorist looks for
no one in particular. His victims have no identity.
Dead or wounded they serve but one purpose—a
chilling, inescapable reminder of the terroris's fanaticism
Police strategists cannot map out his motive. The
terrorist operates according to no plan. Arrive and
kill. Die if necessary, but kill as many as you" can.
Recently representatives from the major terrorist
organizations met in Europe. To discuss what? Kill
quotas? Future sites for mass-murder? Their politics
are very basic. Freedom from oppression, from the
hated Jews, from anyone not understanding their fanaticism. Banded into one unit how can they be stopped?
Where one is killed or prisoned there are more undergoing indoctrination into the art of blind death , blind
terror/Automatic guns have given those weaklings,
those psychologically debilitated derelicts the power
to wipe out any large gathering. No longer is it an
"eye for an eye".
Where do we go from here? Do we arm the world
2nd train people to shoot anyone looking suspicious?
Gr form a grand posse and ride out on a massive witchbunt? Perhaps succumb to the terrorists' madness
and grant them a country where they can practice their
frightening art without killing innocent onlo okers?
What has made these men? Where and by whom
was their sickness forged? They are a procuct of
today's society. The shaky world of our twentieth
century. Are we then to blame?
War legitimizes slaughter. Calley walks free ,
the bodies of My Lai buried under the ground of this

nation's shame. The terrorists fight an illigitirnate war.
They are bastard soldiers. <
Perhaps we should stage regular wars and give these crazed men a chance to exercise their insanity.
Then, at least no unsuspecting bystanders would be hurt

¦
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Meet Coleen Staineskin

A GOOD COFFEE
HOUSE, BUT.

—Harry Nelson
More bluegrass was brought to the Coffeehouse
last weekend as Bottle Hill playe d before yet another
250+ crowd at the Coffeehouse. Progressing beyond
conventional bluegrass of the type Fred Pike and the
Kennebec Valley Boys played, the innovative Bottle
Hill proved , as they did last year, how exqiting bluegrass
can actually be.
The sound achieved by Bottle Hill results from
careful arrangement and not by the repeated picking
of quick notes. Bottle Hill combines the sound from
the entire group to form an interesting and often powerful
composition. Such arrangement is unconventional
in bluegrass yet here is provided for an exceptional
: quality of bluegrass ,
Som e of the audience understood and were
. S
pleased with Bottle Hill, yet a large portion paid little
i¦ attention at all. A battle arose between Bottle Hill
'I,
and the audience to see who could make the most .
noise. This disgusted both the band and those who were . .
listening,
'
The purpose of the Coffeehouse is to provide
quality entertainment, and not to f unction as a. gathering
place for trivial conversation. When this is the case,
the rights of those who come for listening to music
She is an outdoorsy individual who often encourages her
are infringed upon;
citified husband to venture on camping and hiking trips.
Granted'the acoustics in the Coffeeh ouse are
¦ a
She has, in fact , already been up to Bigelow this year
bad
but
we
are
working
to
imporve
them.
Under
these
j
conditions there will still be a noise problem
and is now waiting for winter and the snow-shoe season.
| but there is no reason for its reaching the rude proporIn all, it appears that Colleen may be one of the most
¦
v
. 'j tions of last weekend.
energetic and interesting faculty members here. Her honest
.
S
In the future' the audience should respect the
enthusiasm and original ideas are the type which can genperforming
artists' right to play uninterrupted and the
erate the intellectual curiosity which makes a course interesjj rights of those
who come to listen to music.
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—Barbie McCarty "
If you have been wondering who the nice looking
young lady is hanging around the Philosoph y department
this year, don't be alarmed. She is Ms. Colleen Stameshkin ,
who will replace Mr. MacArthur during his sabbatical to Eus
tis. Her qualifications are. impressive and include undergraduate work at the University,of Chicage, and graduate
studies at the University of Mich igan, Ann Arbor. She is
currently revising her Phd. dissertation which attacks the..
Empiricist distinction between the a priori and-the a posteriori. Her past experiences as a teaching fellow at Michigan as well as a part-time instructorship at Westfield State,
Mass. ha.ve pre pared her well for her position here at Colby.
Colleen is breaking new ground and old traditions in
several directions. Her role as a female professor in a predominatel y male departmen t coujd be awkward Although
*
she is conscious, of certain preferential treatment -by. sorrier
of her colleagues, she does not feel the need to be defensives
"I've been brought up to believe that I am as good as anybod y else and that I can do whatever I want to."
Her intellectual history and personal lifestyle clearly support her argument.
Colleen will pick up the standard introductory courses,
Logic and Analytic Philosophy, from Mr. MacArthur. She
will also present a new course in Esthetics, taught at Colby
for the first time in over twelve years, She hopes to design ,
the course sp that anyone interested in the arts or philosophy will enjoy it. She would like to avoid the regular pitfalls which limit the stud y of esthetics to hoary philosophers.
Colleen emphatically resists the notion that she is a
hard-core libber, yet her personal standards are , in a
sense, the essence of liberation. She has been married for
seven years to David Stameshkin, historian and ex-pro fessor . During David's years as a teacher of American studies,
Colleen stayed home to write her thesis. Now the roles have
been neatly reversed, so that while Colleen is teaching at Colby, her husband stays home to write his thesis. (Off the record;he is writing the history of Colby's number one arch
rival and competitor , Middlebury College.)
Colleen's scholastic pursuits have gradually drawn her
to the East coast. Born in Seattle and a student in the Midwest, she has recently lived in Vermont and is how settled in
Oakland, Maine. Her interests have varied in every region.
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The Graphic ArtsWorkshop, locatedAonthe third flo or
of Bixler, where bookbinding will soon become a reality
{Photo hy Ed Busuttil)

Doubtful'Fu ture'
f o r the Graphic Arts

—Bruce Rogers.

"Your generous gif t will open new avenues of
creativity for bur students." This promising forecast
was offered by President Strider in a letler to Mrs.
Russell Hitchcock on Sept. 14, 1972 , a year after
the acceptance by the college of hand bookbinding
equipment, a steaming press, a backing press, a cutter,
and a press forjsetting finished covers. So far these
"avenues of creativity" are very tiny ones indeed ,
dead-end avenues confined to a closet-sized studio
on the third floor of the Bixler art building, and to the
knowledge, interest, and unselfish dedication of
Bill Hill, Colby 's Technical Services'Librarian.
It is, in fact , primarily through the efforts of
Mr. Hill that the collection wound up at Colby in
October of 1971. It was Bill Hill who took time and
his own money (Until a call from Mrs. Hitchcock *
prompted reimbu rsal some time afterward) to refinish
the equip ment;it was Bill Hill who taught two Jan
Plans oh hand bookbinding;it was Bill Hill who tried
for four yeah'to persuade 1 the administration to allocate space and money for a graphic arts studio.
So far there have been promises..."We look ,"
forward to a time when either in the Bixler building
or in one of the buildings being renovated we can have
a more suitable room, properly furnished , with a greater
amount of working space." "...This of course will
take a little time . We are only now assessing our
pri orities in the wake of the highly successful comp letion of our Five Year Plan for Colby. As these
priori t ies are determined and af ter modification of
some of our facilities has begun we will know b etter what to recommend with respect to the graphic
arts and crafts." (July 10, 1974, Pres. Strider to Mrs.
Hitchcock). And there have been obvious contradictions-^ June 26, 1974, after Mr. Hill h ad entered several
pleas, Strider to Mrs. Hitchcock) "I am so glad you phoned
d irectly the other morning arid I am relieved that the
problems involved in the proper use of Mr. Hitchcock's
magnificent presses and other bookbinding equipment
have finall y been brought directly to me."
Here are t he "problems": First, because the
presses, type, and bindery equipment are closeted
in the recesses of t he Bixler third floor , a chamber
more suggestive of a dungeon than a studio, most
students aren 't even aware that the equipment exists.
A student considering bookbinding for a January
program might well think the process is done entirely by hand, the fact is it takes only a short

while to pick up the fundamenta ls , making the
facility availa ble for almost anyone. Naturally,
years are requ ired to master the process, the requirements tor mastery of any craft.
.;
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Secondly, BiU Hill will finish at Colby in June
This means.the driving gear of the bindery will disappear, leaving the future of hand bookbinding to
coast into oblivion , unless steps are taken to open
up an adequate facility,.and perhaps stir up enough
interest in the interim to keep things rolling. s
The situation is particularly disheartening
when one considers the scope of resources already
at hand. It is like finding a physics genius collecting
garbage, or a concert pianist ramming out tunes in
a honky tonk. Waste.
;
"It's p robably about the finest college facility
in the country, barring a few large universities like
Berkley," said Bill Hill of the bindery equipment
The college administration has intimated
that the present infirmity facilities in Roberts Union
| could b e remade into a graphic arts studio iiiiiu-l
expense-would be minimal, around $500, Mr. Hill
estimates.
Moreover , Mrs. HitchcOck, the don or,
j.
has expressed her willingness to make a further
contribution toward the project , suggesting something
I like a nice leather couch , an addition-to make the studio more than a utility room of bare walls and equipment. .
Here is a lady who seems to understand ,the importance Of the students, rather than the abstract
proper noun "Colby ''. She seem^ to realize the need
for places where students can socialize. Yet she has
not seen her own College years for half a century.
It is unfortunate that a few other individuals could
not come to a similar realization, especially when
~
that need presents itself beneath the nose for
nine months of the year.
HELEN BOATWRIGHT INT A--BICENTENIAL CONCERT
by Wendy Swallow
-" To celebrate the opening of the bicentenial year,
the Colby Music Dept. presents the renowned soprano ,
Helen Boatwright, in a program of American song this
Sunday night, September 28 at 8:00 in Bixler Auditorium
Ms. Boatwright is currently a Professor of voice
at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, N.Y..
Having gotten her MA at Oberlin Conservatory, she
has gone on to specialize in. Americana song and is
now an authority on the musical heritage she sings.
Her program will feature a series of songs by Charles
Ives and other infamous and lesser known American
composers such as Stephen Foster, Carpenter , Fry and
Hopkinson.
Come Sunday and join the hearbeat of a musical
nation. Has Austria produced another Mozart since
1776? Students are $1.00, adults $2.00

Film Direction

Film Direction's showings for Sund ay, September 28 are Salvidor Dali's Un Chien Andalou and Luis
Bunuel's Los Olvidados. Un Chien Andalo u, something of an exercise in plotless surrealism, has the
attraction of a freak sideshow with such favorite
Dali concerns as scatology, degrading sexuality, and
decomposing bodies. Since its riotous first showing
in Paris in the 1930's it has been a constant in underground film circles and deserves to be seen for its historical
perseverance as well as for its own general bizarreness.
Los Olvidados, made midway in Bunuel's car eer ,
combines the documentary qualities of his earl y work 's
with the finely wrought metaphorical qu ali ties of hi s
latter works. Concerned with a gang of juvenille delinquents in mid-century Mexico City, Los Olvidados
is both a fine documentary on poverty and a highly
symbolic film. It also contains what is acknowledged
to be one of the finest dream sequences on film,
Admission Sundav is .<1 nn
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The current exhibitton at the art gallery is the
"Jette Collection of American Impressionist Painting."
Before its end on September 30, everyone should saunter over to the museum and enjoy the delightful paintings (representative of this_ period in America) before ,
studies become oppressive. This is an opportunity
to familiarize yourself with a capable array of many
unknown American Impressionist painters. Although
Impressionism in America began much later than
the European movement, from 1860-1870, the Americans grasped and continued to paint in this manner .
well into the twentieth century.
. These Americans changed the Nineteenth
Century trend of the Hudson River School landscape painting which sought to represent idyllic,
impressive, and romantic vistas of nature where the
importance of man was small in relation to his environment.
As impressionism gained momentum, scenes
familiar to- all were painted. Im mediately the viewer
identified with country landscapes, a beach scene, or
a view of a garden. In seeking a new expression for
landscape, the artist began to actually paint outside
which resulted in drastic effects establishing a style
for the period. Light, with its reflections and sub—
leties, imbued the paintings with a glimpse of a moment in time. Paintings became more colorful and
brighter as the impasto use of paint was carefull y
app lied to represent flowers , grass, leaves, or
waves.
• Perhaps the most salient feature of this exhibit
is the trend for the American painter to form his
particular style. Dey de Ribcowshy 's "California
Beach Scene" took a dramatic and ominous sunset,
Turneresque in quality, and applied the impressionistic princi ple to reflect that one time and sunset.
In the "Spinster" by Gertrude Fiske (1878-1961),
the artist applied an Eakins-like composition but
embellished it with typically impressionistic means.
Highlights on the elderly woman's face, hair, spectacles and clothing stress the parti cular time and
light. Charles Hovey Pepper , a Colby graduate,
took the idea of spotty impressionism and broadened
areas of color with m ore fluid brush strokes and
applied vibrant hues yielding vitality and brightness
to the landscape. In "Out of the Mist Blu e Bills",
Frank Vining Smith formed a mystic impressionistic
landscape and sparked a bit of variety by painting
birds flying in the near foreground in meticulous
physical detail.
It's important and gratif ying to remember
that these less known Americans created a unique
style stemming from European impressionism. Not
only should Mary Cassatt, Childe Hassam, and Maurice
Prendergast. be more will-known Americans from this
era , but one should also acknowledge the beauty and
wealth of creation endowed in these paintings. This
Colby Collection ought not to be neglected , but enjoyed. Give yourself a break from cumbersome books
and enjoy an unu sual pleasure.

Robert 's Renova tion

The Roberts Renovation Committee is an
ad Hoc committee directly responsible to President
Strider , instituted last spring to investigate the possibility of renovation and the means which should be
employed in renovating Roberts Union into a viable
campus center. This center would aim to more effective
ly mee t t he pressing residen tial ne eds of t h e Col b y
campus.
The composition of the commi ttee was di cta ted
by the Student Association and approve d by President
Strider. Due to its inception late in the spring, the
majori ty of the committee's meeting time was spent
laying the groundwork for the committee and deternaining the basic facilities and services that would be
desirable in a campus center.
There was little activity of the committee during
t he sum mer .a nd as there are some rather basic questions which must be answered before any definite
building plans are initiated , the Roberts Renovation
committee will again be coming to the Colby communi t y for ideas and help. The committee will be
having its first meeting of the fall this week and
the committees developments will appear in future
issues of the ECHO-Keep posted!
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American Impressionists
—V
-Jenny Frutchy
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A. welcomes, the Colby com munity
*" . to enjoy a f ine ' meal in a
quiet, relaxed atmosphere '
3 M in, north of. downtow n Wate rville
on Rt, 201
iQpe n 7i00 a.m,J p l 0p . t n . l weekends to l lt.m.

Coffeeh ouse 75
One of the more prominent changes on cam pus
this year is the relocation of the Coffeehouse.from
Runnals basement to Roberts Loft. The move is a _
significant one for the Coffeehouse because of the
expanded facilities available in Roberts and the
accessibility of the Coffeehouse"in relation to the rest
of campus.
Traditionally the Coffeehou se has provided
an altern ative social scene for the far side of campus,
largely due to its location over there. Now it seems
that the purpose has been redefined to'include a
variation in entertainment, as well as serving different
kinds of food , which will ultimately involve a greater
portion of people w ith the C offeehouse.
The Loft provides ample space for a large stage,
a concession area and lots of people. A kitchen is .
utilized on the second floor as a center for the food
Members of the Walnut Band contribute to
operations. Ideally a combined Coffeehouse—Paper
.
a successful kick-off weekend. (Pf ooto h Pgte s
Wall will serve the Colby "populus with a means of
satiating the Late Night Munchies,.without ru nning
downtown and spending lots of money. This is the
first time that the Coffeehouse has attempted to offer
m ore -than the usual baked goodies and organic delights
Hamburgers, cheeseburgers, cheddaburgers,-hot dogs,
English muffins, fresh fruit plus the usual beverages
At 2:00 am the Walnut Band wrapped up their
are
available at reasonable prices.
:
final number, and called it a night — no one complained.
I
feel
that
this
service
is
an
important
asset to
When the lights went on there remained a few blurry—
will
take
advantage
the
campus
and
hope
that
people
¦
eyed people, twenty three empty kegs of beer (there
of the good food-provided.
r•. .
were still four kegs left, with ten on reserve downthe
essence
of
the
CoffeeAll
the
extras
aside,
town), and lots of empty cups. The organizer of
house spirit is quality entertainment. Spencer Aitel,
the Boogie, Peter Ommerle, had pulled the show off ,
Social Life Chairman, assures us that this tradition
with the easy moving music of the Walnut Band
will continue as before , and possibly even improve.
continually lifting the crowd higher in one amazing
He
has arranged for live music to play at least one night
evening.
per
weekend all semester. However, unlike other years,
Peter got to know the Walnut Band this summer
the
Coffeehouse will be open both Friday and Saturday
while working in Boston and decided to book them
nights
as a place to enjoy refreshment in a relaxed
for the first weekend. This is somewhat unusual
non-booked evenings recorded music
atmosphere.On
for Colby as most, musical events originate from the
w
ill
be
played,
and
Colby talent will hop efull y particiSocial Ltfe Chairperson . When Peter came up to school
pate,
too.
Impromptu
jams, films, theater groups and/
he developed.the Boogie into an all campus event with
or
anything-goes
innovations
are invited to come out
the invaluable assistance of th e fraternities who canand
do
it
at
the
Coffeehouse
this
year.
celled their own party plans and donated enough
expansion is part
Essentially
the
Coffeehouse
money to provide an undrinka'ble amount of beer.
of the many-faceted attempt to provide a broader social ex
All that was asked of Spencer Aitel as Chairperience for the .Colby student. The opp ortunity
man of Social Life was to insure the Walnut Band's
to enjoy a low-key atmosphere, good food and excelpayment. Peter also insisted on Runnal's Union
lent
entertainment could make the Coffeehouse an
as the site of the dance while others favored Robert's
integral
social fun ction on campus. Dan Mallove
loft. The results were encouraging. The large gate
chairmanMj
f the Coffeehouse crew intends _ . ¦
current
allowed Peter to reimburse most of the social life
that it always be a ".place for Golby people to get J
fund and also a large percentage of the fraterni ties' invest
together,
listen to music, and have aJ good time."
ments. Thus the cost of this major all-campus event Was
—Barb McCarty
.J1J (J1_L11_1_____1_1_______L_1_1M_1_1_1__J_._L_LJ_______M_1J_.M_1X_L___L____>
spread evenly among the students.
COFFEEHOUSE SEASON
The Walnut Band : Jake Packard — keyboard, harOctober
4—Jean Luc Ponty
monica, vocals i Chick Harris — lead guitar, vocals; John
October
11-Colby Night
Lachemer - lead guitar ; Dave Thompson - drums; Steve
17—A lexander's Feast
October
a
steady,
Cole — bass; move a variety of songs through
Payne
October
24—John
great
for
dancing.
The
lead
that
was
backbeat
quick
November
1-Actual
Proof/Airline
from
this
in
Harris
and
Lachemer
took
off
guitar work of
November 7—Expression
riffs of crisp clean notes, lifting the sound well above that
November 14-Powerhouse Blues Band
of an average rock and roll band. Jake Packard's lower tones
November
22-Peter Chavez Quartet
__
and Chuck Harris' hig her ones gave the vocals tone
+ *+44444444444 *444444 .4444444 +444+444444.
distinct dimensions. Their voices blended well in harmony
forming a full rich sound. In the two years they have been The Preservation Hall J azz Band pl aysto Colby this spr ing.
together, the Walnut Band has enjoyed increasing success
in the Boston — Cambridge area playing top nights at
places like The Club, Zircon, Joe's Place, The Sand Dollar ,
and the Wetest Place in Town, The Booze Cruise.
Very early in the year a Colby student has shown how
much can be done through individual initiative to give us
all something better than just one m ore Saturday night.

Colb y Goes Nuts
with th e Wal nut Band

Bottle Hill plays to a full Coffeehouse crowd.
" "
(Photo by Nick Levtton)

Colb y College Band

So far , thanks to the influx of freshmen and the
return of many upperclassmen the Colby College
Band displays a rather well-balanced musical organization. According to director Gordon Bowie, the
rehearsals "were some of the best first rehearsals ¦
and sight-readings in recent memory." Despite the
present balance, however, the band welcomes all
interested instrumentalists to join them at their
Wednesday ni ght rehearsals in the band room in .
Bixler, from 7-9pm, and at their subsequen t performances
Special calls are out for any oboe,p layers Or bassoonists
but once again, .all players are welcome.
.
- ;. ... ." '. . . —David Harris . ... . ...

Colby Music Series
Subscriptions are quickly running out for the
offi cial Colby Music Series for 1975-1976. Coming
are The Cleveland String Quartet; the Preservation
Hall Jazz Band (the d ynamite group that had Washing- '
tonians dancing on the stage this summer); Thomas
Richner, pianist; and The Western Wind , a chamber
group of young singers. Central Maine has never been
able to attract such a varied program before. Student
memberships are $10.00, adult memberships are
unfortunately sold out. Subscribe at the Colby Music
Department office in Bixler anytime.
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Fall

Colby 's J ay McSweeney brings down a Middleburyrunner
in Saturday 's 28—20 loss, (p hoto by Chris Morrisey V

Mule Gridmen Lose
Op ener to
Middlebury 28-20

-Russ Lodi
— The Colby football team showed winning
potential Saturday despite its opening 28-20 loss
to.Middlebury.
Offensively, Colby starts from end to end
Reid Cassidy, Don Furcillo, Mike Bolduc, Joe
Kerwin, James Van Uden, Steve Cummings, and
Dennis Lundgren. The backf ield consists of Jim
Hayes at Q.B., Mark Higgins at flanks, and running
backs Mike Ormiston and alternately Gerry Teevan
and Steve Celata.
Saturday, Colby's offense recovered from an
ineffective first half by completely dominating the
second half. The offensive line provided the protection
that enabled Jim Hayes to complete 9 of 19 passes
for 2 touchdowns. It also opened several holes that
fullback Mike Orm iston turned into key gains. In
the third quarter Colby ran off 34 plays to Middlebury's
three and overall scored twenty points in the second
half.
Defensively , Colby has had to juggle its lineup
due to an injury to Hank Newman and a serious lack
of depth on defense. Hank's return this week will
enable everyone to play their normal positions and
increase the unit's effectiveness.The defense, for the
most part, is a veteran unit that , could be very difficult
to score on, barring injuries.
This week Colby play s Coast Guard at home and
it is hoped that a large crowd will turn out for the
game. Rooting for a college football team does not
have to be a fanatical passion that one might observe
at Nebraska or Alabama. All one has to do is recognize
a group of talented athletes playing a difficult and
demanding sport. This type of support, exhibited
at the game on Saturday , is a key factor in a team's
success.

> ;Hi Mom and 'Dad j
You 're going to love staying at THE ARN OLD. ,The hew
owners really welcome you .
o •.and what a place J Color
T-.V , phones , sparkling clean
rooms i air con ditioning &nd '
the works.And , Man , you can
use your credit card too. I
may move in with you while
you 're there 0
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KHO Focus - New AM. M cGee

—Joth Davis and Dave Vaughan
As we begin a new year at Colby, one notices
McGee then analyzed the department's approach
many'changes that have taken place throughout the
to varsity sports. The present athletic department
college. The mos t importan t one concerning athletics
is trying to mold the varsity sports program to the
is the emergence of Dick McGee as our new Athletic
needs of the student body. In the last two years
Director. In an interview with the Colb y ECHO,
there has been mu ch discussion about Title IX
McGee explained his view, and Colby's view, on the
and equality of athletics for women at Colby. There
- -*
role of athletics at this school.
is currently a committee of girls being formed to meet
Since Colby is primarily an academically oriented
with the athletic department to determ ine whether
institution, athletics necessarily hold a secondary
or not the needs of women are being met. If they are
position. According to McGee, we are members of
not, McGee says the next step is to consider the available
the New England Small College Athletic Conference
competition. If there is no competition within a reasonable
(NEWCAC) , a restrictive bod y which is governed
area , then there is no sense in form ing a varsity sport.
by the presidents' of the member institutions. In
This is the case with women's Softball, where there
most conferen ces the governing is done by the athletic
seems to be enough interest, but only one other school
directors of the schools. However, McGee does not
in Maine has a women's softball team. McGee is openly
object to the NESCAC arrangement. He believes
receptive to any suggestions concerning women's
that too many athletic directors have lost the correct
sports." If you have any, he is more than willing to
perspective needed for athletics. In some schools,
listen.
playing a sport becomes more of a business than
In talking to McGee concerning the financial
an extracurricular activity. McGee th inks that Colby
situation of the athletic department, some interesting
has kept varsity athletics in the right place, with students facts emerged. With no budget increases the past two
playing sports around their classes and playing student
years the athletic department has tightened its belt
around their sport.
along with the rest of the college community. Fortunately
The NESCAC philosophy is that athletics should
athletic programs are not floundering. The greatest
in no way restrict academic activity of a student
problem has been the spiralling cost of transporting
athlete. In. order to insure this they place restrictions
teams to other schools. In fact, many Southern New
on its members. The conference limits the number
England schools have decided that Colby is too far
of games to be played in a football season to eight ,
north to send their teams and have dropped us from
three below the NCAA rule. It also prohibits off
their schedules. In the same way, the football team
season pra ctice in any sport, something most other
does not relish riding nine hours to Hobart or Hamilton
conferences allow.
for a game every year, let alone absorb this cost in
their budget. In many cases though, NESCAC rules
governing scheduling has locked us into playing teams
which are geographically distant.
McGee told the ECHO that the athletic department
budget is derived the same manner as the Biology and
Chemistry budgets are. It is treated as if it were an
academic department and is given no special favors.
—Margret Saunders
In fact , all gate receipts garnered from football , basketToday at 3 :00 the women's Varsity Field
ball, and hockey games are put into the general college
Hockey Team faces Bates College in a match on
fund. If you are wondering then where the money
Runnals Union field. Bates is traditionally the strongest
came from to upgrade the baseball field and hockey
of Colby's rivals so it promises to bean excellent
rink it was donated by alumni specifically for those
game.
purposes.
The sacksters thrashed the Augusta Women's'
Alumni play a large part in our athletic program
Field Hockey Club 7-0 in its first game of the season
today. They fund any recruiting which is done by
September 20. Colby dominated every part of the
Colby, since the college allots no funds whatsoever
game, frustrating the Augusta Club's attempts to
for recruiting. Each coach is on his own concerning
score, and constantly maneuvering the ball down
how to conduct the recruiting for his sports. However,
towards their own goal.
he is limited by NESCAC rules. The only off-campus
Polly Geilfuss, right wing, eased in one goal,
contact allowed under conference rules is at the home
while centerforward Hee Johnsonv-centerhalfback
of an alumni at what are called alumni interest programs.
Betsy Blackwell, and left inner Lydia McAnemy
At these programs, prospective student athletes meet
slammed in two goals each. Left wing Ellen Grant,
1&S £Q&chand admission officers are given the opportunity
right inner Felicia Johnson , left fullback Sarah Bryan
to learn more abou t Colby. After this presentation ,
right fullback Linda Hartman, left halfback Helen "
all McGee can do is encourage these student athletes to
Richmond , right halfback Carol White, and goalie
visit the campus and try to keep in touch with them
Diane Peterson completed the line-up,
by mail.
Colby's
.Dick McGee in his first year as athletic director
Colby stunned their opponents by switching
has initiated an exceptionally open and* candid relationfro m the traditional 5-3-24 line up to 3-3-3-1-1.
ship with the Colby community . He has repreatedly
"It 's pretty confusing for the opposite team at first,"
expressed the desire to meet with students every semester
explains coach Jill Hodsdon , "and the surprise gives
'to discuss any problems which might arise. In essence,
us the advantage for the first half. It also gives us
McGee is trying his best to flexibly mold the athletic
three lines of attack , or three lines of defense."
department around the needs of the student.
Senior Lydia McAnerny and juniors Debra
Perkins and Helen Richmond are tri-captains of
the team this year. "I think we have a lot of good
players , and we're all extremely enthusiastic, '
states Lydia. She adds, "I think this year's team is
the best it's ever been."
About 30 people stood out in the rain Saturday
to cheer the girls' team to victory, a large crowd
by Colby's standards. Lydia notes that frequently
less than ten people show up, and says , "It really
helps when people come watch our games because
if we know they care we play better."
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Betsy Blackwcll and Felicta J ohnson battle a member of
Augusta 's Women's Club for the ball during their 7-0
wirt in the rain Saturday* morning, , , . ,
, _ ., _ ... ,
(Photo by Steve Collms)

Gorniewic z and Moore
to be Honored

Colby College athletic stars Peter Gorniewicz arid
Brad Moore, June graduates who gained national recognition while rewriting the Colby record books, will be honored
Saturday, September 27, during halftime of the Homecominj
Weekend football game against the U.S. Coast Guard Academy.
[
Head basketball coach Dick Whitmore will officiall y
retire Gorniewicz' football number 30 and Moore's basketball numeral 54 at the ceremony.
Gorniewicz won both the nationally prestigious
Swede Nelson Award for Sportsmanship and the New England Football Writers Association's Jerry Nason Senior
Achievement Award last year.
The only college division running back in New England to gain over 1,000 yards in three successive seasons,
he holds the region's rushing records for three years with
X 3 19 yards and four years with 4,114.
As ECAC Rookie of the Year and three-time Colby
Most Valuable Player, Gorniewicz was named to the 1974
all-ECAC division II first team , UPI all-New England first >
team, and as an honorable mention to the AP Little AllAmerica squad.
Moore was the country's leading all-around offensive
player in division HI in 1974-7 5, being ranked .fifth in both
scoring (26.6 points per game) and rebounding (15.7 caroms
a game),-and seventh in field goal percentage with a ^?T5 percent accuracy while totalling a Colby season record 612
^
points;
He was a 1974-7 5 first team ECAC division HI selection and UPI all-New England pick, as well as a third team N
choice on the All-America team of the National Association of Basketball Coaches.
In addition to four Colby season records, Moore
holds career marks of 1935 points, 1392 rebounds, 15.3
reboyr d per game average, 757 field goals, and 53.9 field
goals.

•Colby Ruggers Bob Anderson and Danny Dawe look on as other p layers battle in a scrum m Sunday s
(Photo by Ed Busuttil)
rugby game.

Ruggers Fall Short in Season Opener

The Colby Rugby Team opened its fourth season
of matches with an "A" team game and a "B" team,
instructional scrimmage against Portland Rugby
Club this Sunday. Colby lost the closely contested
"A" game to Portland 6-13 after leading Portland
6-0 the entire first half.
After only four days of formal practice and reshuffling
of players to fill the positions left vacant by last year's
five senior starters, Colby managed to field a reasonably
experienced "A" team , coached-and led by Co-Captains
Peter Saras, Sam Gowan and Ed Underwood. After
30 minutes of hard hitting, Colby Offense and tight
Colby defense full back Bob Bourne put Colby on the
board with a spectacular 30 yd, breakaway run tallying
4 pts for the "try". A successful conversion of the
try gave Colby a 6-0 lead at half time.
Early in the second half Portland scored on a penalty
kick and despite good defensive play by the Colby
backs broke through the Colby line for two "trys"
and a conversion, making the final score 13-6 after
90 minutes of play. The Colby backfield was distinguished
by the fine play of Bob Anderson, Wally Gorman,

Cross Country
Season Preview

—Phil Freese
Cross country is an obscure sport. Somehow
men running through woods, across fields, and up hills
over five miles of real estate was never calculated to
have mu ch spectator appeal. The m ost attention
a cross country meet ever receives at Colby is scattered
applause during those meets held during half time of a
football game. It lacks the explicit machismo elements
of football, rugby, hockey, and lacrosse. Yet cross
country running takes more time, dedication, and
personal discipline than any other sport. It also
requires a higher threshold of pain. In cross country
the pain is not inflicted by an opponent, but by
oneself. It is a test, a competition against oneself
to see how mu ch one can take, how long one can endure
It takes a special kind of athlete to run cross country.
Of late this kind of athlete seems to be in very
short supply at Colby. The shortage has not been
helped by three key underclassmen runners Ieavine school last year. When only two people showed up
at the team's first meeting of the year, there were
some serious questions about the team 's future.
However, Coach Alex Schulten . managed to field four
more runners to make a complete team. Inexperien ce
may be the team's biggest problem as only junior
captain Ken Colton has. previous intercollegiate experience, He will be joined by rookie seniors M ario
Cardenas* Doug Feldman , Mark Helmus and freshmen
Skip Pendleton and John Longley.
Coach Schulten said that it was still too early
in the season to tell how the tea m would fare this'
year but he will have a better idea by the team's
first meet on September 30. Schulten is very enthusi
astic abou t the team's schedule which covers the
entire spectru m of competition from the fairly weak
to some of'the best teams in New England. The only
drawback that he sees i» its heaviness with tlie team •
having two or three races a week.
Captain Colton is optimistic abou t the team's
prospects, Pointing out that they do have a lot of
potential with many of the runners getting into shape
now. As for the races, Colby has a history of upsets
and near upsdts in cross country and he sees no
reason why this trend should hot continue,

Peter Suersa, Rich Ciffelli , Ron Graham and Dave
Malman. Dan Dawe's fine offensive and defensive '
plays made hinfa standout among the Colby Forwards.
The Freshman "B" team played an instructional
scrimmage against the Portland rookie squad and found
themselves learning some of the rules the hard way.
They emerged bruised and tired but a little more
knowledgeable. The Rugby squad size has now increased
to 25.
Colb y played well against a seasoned Portland team
and prospects are good for Colby Victory over U.M.O.
in next Saturday's morning home game.With team
spirits high and squad strength and experience always
increasing it should be a very good year for the
Colby Rugby team.

THE WEEK IN SPORT
Thursday
Women's Tennis, Bates at Colby 3:00 ,
Field Hockey, Bates at Colby 3:00
,
Saturday
Rugby, UMO vs. Colby 10:00 am

Josep h'sf Clothing
&Jp orf/ng Goods

Football, Coast'Guard at Colby 1:30

16? Mam St., Fairf ield

Soccer, Lowell tech at Colby 1:30

adidas shoes for every sport and
all walks of life

Women's Tennis, Round Robin at UMO.

ski's by Rossignol, Olin, A Hart
boots by Norcdca, Scott , & Olin

Cross Country, Colby at UMPG

XC ski packages—skis , boots ,
bindings , poles, & installation $49.90 up

- , . -¦ .

Wednesday
Soccer, Colby at UMO
Colby JV at UMO
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Outing Club members take a rest during their hike up Mount Katahdin in Baxter State Par k.

Booters To Face
Lowell Tech Saturday
It's homecoming time again and the Colby soccer
club will help to kick off the festivities Saturday at
2:00 with the season opener. The Mules will try to give
the old grads something to cheer about when they open
the season with a contest against Lowell University
at Loebs field. Colby claimed the Waterville city crown
last Thursday with a 3-1 victory over cross-town
rival Thomas College. Gil Pitcairn scored two goals
'
and Rob Stevenson added one. This week the Mules
hjive' been preparing briskl y for the regular season. ; • ; i ;
'f i
Much of the Mules' hope's for .a winning season ,
jI
\
lie 0 n the standout gdalkee-pft g duo olr Jeff Sanderson
\I •
aiid Larry Hill. The pair are so good and so evenlymatched that coach Ken Mukai describes them as "both ;
first-string goalies." If the goaltending is as sharp as
last year the Mules have an excellent chance of bettering
their 4-4-3 record .Colby has had trouble scoring in
recent seasons but appear to have a good gr oup of
forwards this season. They showed a crisp passing attack
in the recent win over Tho mas and look capable of
putting the ball in the net with greater regularity this
season. Doug Gir on and Dave Laliber te, a pair of sophomores]
head th e attack with the hel p of Peter Kraf t and Rob
Stevenson.
Colby suffers from a n ov erall la ck of dept h,
particulary at fullback. The Mules have spent the ,
rail looking for a third fullback to supplement cocaptain Brian Kiely and Jamie Stubner. Co-cap tain
Peter Carman heads up the midfielders .If the untested
defense holds up Colb y could upen d old nemesis
Bowdoin in the race for the top spot in Maine.

t

*
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Colby Ski Patrol
There will be a short meeting Thursday night
Oct. 9 at 7:00 p.m. in the 2nd floor Roberts Lounge
for all of last year's Ski Patrol members and for
anyone wishing to join. Anyone that wishes to
patrol at the Colby Slope this year must attend.
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-Martin Hubbe

:

Eighteen Freshmen, two professors, and nine
upperclassmen began orientation week in the wilderness. All but five were participating in a five-day
wilderness excursion to Mount Katahdin and a remote.
area of Baxter Park. Ninety Freshman registered by
mail on a first-come first-served basis, and a lottery
was held among the sixty whose letters reached Colby
the first day. Students and faculty showed a high degree
of enthusiasm despite cloudy weather on the day
of the ascent. Many thanks are due Bruce Cummings
and Susan Benson who handled virtually all of the
application procedu re. Professors Reuman and Small,
as well as the student leaders, feel that the program
could be expanded next fall to include canoeing,
visits to other wilderness spots and more people.
At the same time as the "wilderness trip", but 85 .
miles from Katahdin down the Appalachian Trail,
was a second excursion of five members. We stayed
at Chairback Gap shelter for six nights, working on
the trail by day, entertaining the "through-hikers "
in the evening, and battling the mice at night. We
blazed 20 miles of trail, built 23 bridges, installed
a latrine, and chainsawed through innumerable deadfall trees. The Outing Club has recently been recognized
by the national trail organization for its continued
maintenance of 17 miles of Maine Appalachian Trail.
*~

.

'

There will be a general meeting of the Outing Clu b
tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 in Lovejoy 100 followed
by a slide show and refreshments.
The Outing Club wants suggestions for new books
to expand its library. Leave your suggestions in the
equipment room in basement Johnson. They are open
for business 6:00 -7:00 pm Monday to Thursday.
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Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP' s! Top artists!

Many, many selections in this special purchase. Classics included!
Hundreds of records ! Come earl y for best selection!
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Women 's Tennis Preview
v — Joshua Smith
Prospects for this year 's girls .tennis team
look fairly bright as the team readies for Thursday 's
opening match against Bates. Coach Marjorie Either
and her assis tant Diane Lamp ing have eight girls
returning from last year 's squad along wi th several
promis ing freshmen.
Colleg iate women's!tennis uses a 5 point format
wi t h three sing les and two doubles matches. Colby,
seems set at the tliree singles positions with Janet
"Slap Shot" McManama, captain Bev "Badminton"
Vayhinger , and Karen "Fifth Ave" Heubsch occupying
the top three spots. The d oubles teams are up in
the air with seniors Val Jones, Maidli Pcrrin, Jane .
Hubley, junior Terri Grassij sophomores Val Brown ,
Paula Debnar, and freshmen Amy Davidoff. Janet Ford
and Pat Collins vying for these four starting berths. '
Following Thursday 's opener , the netwomen
travel to Orono for a round robin tournev with
Bates, Bowdoin, UMO, and UM PG. Eddie Reed's
Bowdoin squad looks to be the toughest opponent
for this fall's racqueteers. Hopefully;. with this year 's
improved depth the team will be ab|e to fight the gale
winds and sub-freezing temperatures which often ;
frequen t thfc Wales Tennis Courts, and better last
year 's losing record ,
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Clark Barks

—Andrew Denmson

Foster Grail sat in his corner, slowly sipping vitamin
concentrate out of a crumpled paper cup. His gnarled hands
had been nervously clutching and unclutching the cup for ten minutes now. His head was tilted to the left, his eyes
closed, his mind conducting the ritual of pre-game psyche.
Across the room, Whitney Stanley sat, chatting with
me. His youthful features contrasted sharply with those
of his aging opponent". He was drinking a Gunther Beer,
because, he said, "it helps keep my weight up and my
nerves down."' He glanced across the room and with respect added: "It's not every day you get the chance to challenge a legend."
The name of the game is "Flying." These two com.petitors were the results of many preliminary rounds in the
Maine State Challenge Series. For all intents and purposes,
this was the national championship since Maine dominates
"Flying" like California dominates volleyball. But the drama of such an event was missing.
The name Foster Grail had once raised fear from the
very souls of opponents and flies. The Bangor native had
ruled the swatting arena for two full decades, the Barney
Cipriani of his sport.
But now the curtain was falling on a great career.
Challenges from youthfu l pretenders were too numerous
to meet. He was always careful to accept only the ones he
knew he could win, but his pride wouldn't allow his to miss
the prestigious Maine Challenge Series.
., He waited quietly in his corner for the call to action,
a call he knew would signal the end of his reign.
I was there to record his downfall and, in Plimptonesque style, to try my hand at the sport. I suppose
I wanted Grail to summon up a last resevoir of energy and
smash the presumptious whippersnapper. But the redhead
from Calais, Whitney Stanley, had already shown me the
futility of that dream . He ran through the eleven preliminary founds easily. His only close match had been a hardfought three rounder with junior cham from the Nelson
Lakes Lennox LaGrow, a decisive victot over Grail in a
non-title match in July.
The oddsmakers had our match as a foregone conclusion, 10:1.
The most curcial element of "Flying" is the weather.
The day of the match dawned with a hot sun, warming the
lake and bringing the flies up into the woods seeking shade.
A few tasty morsels of food had inadvertantly been left on
the kitchen counter; the windows and doors were wide
open. Soon every fly from Whitney ville to Anaswampee
was heading for the arena.
With rolled-up Sentinels in hand, the combatants attacked at dusk. The veteran Grail struck early with a vengeance. His
dextrou s backhand and nimble fingertaps were fatal.
Though he had lost his former quick reflexes, he retained
his cunning and patience. In fact , that day, he recorded
the longest consecutive kill series in the state of Maine for
1975. ' A spark of hope seemed to light his face , a call to
reclaim past glories.
But age gegan to take it's toll on the graying Grail. His
strokes began to lose their powerful authority and his concentration seemed to wander, as if he were bored. He faded
without warning, a final admission.
The rising young star Stanley stepped in and rightfully claimed the throne. He storm ed past Grail with a series
of high-scoring overheads , a dazzling display of single-hand
technique, plus the rare and spectacular double-kill. His con
fident stroke put to rest any dreams of an upset. Despite
the approaching night, Stanley clinched the day's honors
with sUck blocking techniques around the door coupled
with devestationgly high-percentage accuracy.
• It was all over in one extremely quick round. He
had proven himself an able su ccessor. They shook hands
ceremoniously, passing the crown.
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2 Homecoming: 1954 Style*.
is Alumni Dinner.
¦¦•-" '
I) Pep Rally and Bonfire.
Al Cory's Band at ATO.
h Colby vs. Bowdoin.
\ AH College Dance in Women 's Union.
j Crowning of Homecoming Queen. .
I Sunday Morning Worship in Lorimer Chapel.
( Homecoming: 1967 Style.*
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Gridders win 28—13 over Maine Maritim e.
[ Young Rascals, Spectus and Imposters give concert at
1
Waterville Armory.
".
I KDR house dedicated.
] Fieldhouse dedication.
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Colby Night Dinner.
Torchlight parade down college avenue.,
Bonfire behind Freshmen bbrrhsi
Open-house parties at fraternities.
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As for myself, I could but stand in awe before such
expertise. The speed of the action had swept me away, my
pencil and notepad at my side. But remembering my own
professional responsibility, I approached the ring, ready
to try a few tentative swipes.
I found out that "Flying" looks easier than it is. Like
m ost sports, its subtleties are hidden to the casual spectator. Grail arid Stanley gave me some rudimentary instruction, and set me free with Monday's sports section. 4
At first I scored well, at least for a rookie. A simple
but smooth backhand brough t praise from my teachers. I
blusbpH with pleasure.
The flies soon realized they had a sucker in their*
midst. They pulled all their sleight-of-wing on me: a conquered target would fall to the rug, seemingly a victim of
my attack, only to rise again, circle my legs three times,
and fly off; a group would get inside my reach and buzz
all my facial openings, driving me to distracqonr My tutors could not suppress their amusement. "The Flapping
Flatnboono" they called me, as I flailed away at my tormentors. At last my friends relented, and quickly disposed
of the remaining pests.
I was sweat-drenched, but happy. Those preciously
few decisive kills had been wonderfully satisfying. Stanley
and Grail both clapped me on the back, congratulating me
for, as the latter said, "a job well-done for such a raw one."
My struggle over, and my story phoned in, I relaxed
with Grail and Stanley at the local gin mill, listening to soft
jazz and swapping lies in the afterglow of our battles.
Grail seemed content without the burden of his crown.
Stanley didn't gloat, though the radiance of his victory
filled the room. The day's contest melted away amidst the
music and the quiet cheer.
With winter com ing, the flies will be gone soon.
Somehow , I just hate to see those little buzzy bastards go.
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MARTY'S TEXACO
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(Photo by Chris Morrisey)

Middf ebury offense gears .up against the Mules.

See Paul Bishop Stud ent Representative
Ext. 360
Action inrSunday 's instruction al *B* team scrimmage ,

(Pho to by E d Bussuttil)
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JWMHB Now Operating
WMHB is back on the air. Air time runs from 6 p.m¦
to 2 a.m. with
plans to increase these hours to 7a.m. ¦¦

to 2 a.m. . ' ' '.

Features are: news programs and "jazz Mania ",
featuring Roger Hatch. That will hit your radios every
Tuesday night from ten until two. Catch it.
Broadcasting at 91.5 FM with 10 watt power,
WMHB is a Class D, educational station. Program
Director Andy ' Deiningerwould appreciate anyone
interested in working for the station to call him at
extension 554.
^3^.i(. ^im. ^4V-4444444444444f 444444*h444t-44 *

librar y (con't from page 1)
infirmary, longer in the planning and with substantial >
funds ear-marked for a health center, was of higher
priority. It was also decided that the present construction site would be the most practical location
for an infirmary with regard to the campus as a whole.
Engineering and architectural surveys reveal that
the new location will not suitably accomodate a
building of any size larger than what is planned for
the infirmary, thus ruling out consideranbhs.for
a student center or theater in that area. Builders '
note that as much care as possible is being taken to
preserve the natural lay of the lan d and the stand of
birch trees which greatly .enhance the site and are
irceplaceaMe in sizer . ,^
Corb Ardrey, Colby D.J., movingand grooving to the sound of WMHB , 91.5 FM on your stereo.
(Photo by Brian McCar tney)

The Art of Serendipity Still Thrives
You can still see people at ten of eleven working vehemently to put finishing touches on papers before being
kicked out of the Brewster Room, and a glance into the Pit
past midnight will reveal a few brave souls struggling against
"yawns and teary eyes to keep reading. Not all is the same
at the library, however; changes have taken place. I spoke
recently with Frances Parker of the library staff about the
changes made since last spring. - . jf.
The biggest change, and most obvious to upperclassmen, is that the reserve desk, the microfilm room , the listening room, and the technical services area are not where
they were last year. They've all exchanged places with each
other, and in most cases, have returned to where they had
been three years ago. Thus, the reserve desk is now in the
main lobby of the 2nd floor (reference floor), next to the
circulation desk. The technical services area (processing,
catalouging, etc.) is now in the room behind the reference
desk where the reserve desk was last year. In turn , the •>
room* which technical services was in last year, on the
third floor by the newspaper room, is now a second T.V.
studio. The classroom in the west corner (same wing) is
now Debbie Girardin 's office — the audio-visual office.
Finally, the other small rooms on the third floor have be-* ;
come the microfilm rooms and the listening rooms. /Re- "
cords and headphones still must be checked out at the reserve desk, however.
Confused? If so, ask questions; "We d be m ore than
happy to help anyone who is having a problem ," Ms. Parder said, adding, "All they have to do is ask for assistance.
The library staff , headed by Dr. Eileen Curran , is the
same as last year's, with one major exception. Professor
Richard Carey, who headed the Special Books Division has
retired. Fraser Cocks is now in charge of Special Books,
which includes the Robinson room, the Healy room, Colbiana, and the Rare Books room. Future plans are to make
Colbiana, or the Colby heritage room , a study lounge open

. . .as much care as possible is being taken to preserve
the.natura l lay of the land ' andsh e' stand -of hhch. trees., . . * '
(Pb ptd by E d Busut til)

A TKINS CO.

A representative from the Northern New England Council
of Carpenters p icketing the infirmary construction, The
pi cketing is not aimed at stopping construction but to
infor m the LIN. Violette Co, that the union considers the
company 's wages sttbstandard , (Photo by Ed Busuttil)
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to all, with displays similar to those in the Robinson room.
All these rooms are presently open to students, and although
materials may not be taken out of the rooms, all books and
diaries are available for student use.
Perhaps the change that will most affect Colby students is that of the loan period. Books may now be chec- •
ked out of the stacks for the entire term , and need not
be returned the 15th of every month. This policy was ini- l
dated so that sudents would not have to constantly come
back every month to renew books. Under the new p olicy,
books may be checked out from the first to the last day of
classes (Note : classes, not exams).
Another feature of this policy concerns special returns. If the book you are looking for is not in the stacks,
ask the librarian to have it returned. As long as the student
who has checked it out has had the book for more than two
weeks, he/she must return the book if it is called for.
Ms. Parker urged students not to wait until the end
Of the term to return their books, but to "bring them back
when you 're through with them." This lessens the chance
of losing the books and saves the staff a niammoth processing job at Christmas-time.
' As for the future , there are a few plans now being
worked on. One is a bicentennial disp lay on military aspects of the revolution. Another display which Ms. Parker
hopes to sec put together next term is one on futurism and
how the past relates to the future. The major project which
Ms. Parker would like to organize (any and all volunteers
are welcomed) is a series of readings by students and faculty
from diaries and records of the colonial period.
Next study break you take, it just might be worthwhile to take a look around the library, at the changes and
displays, and perhaps wander over to the Special Books
Division where, I understand , the art of serendipity still
thrives.
-Bob Weinstein

aYDE and ANNE ARNOLD,Jr.
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French Gub - 'Accent Aig u

Colby 's Favorit es in

For those interested in Fren ch language and
culture we would like to draw your attention to the
formation of a French Club , "Accent Aigu." We meet
at Mary Low Dining Hall for lunch between 11• 30—1:30
on Mondays and Fridays. Wednesdays for dinner.
Th is could be p articularly illuminating for underclassmen considering Junior Year study in France as it
opens the opportunity to discuss numerous possibilities
with students.who've undergone such study. We have
scheduled a French dinner for Senior French majors
and Faculty as.well as wine tasting parties for all.
The club intends to present a variety of "French
films and has tentative plans for performing a French play
second semester and looks forward to introducing
guest lecturers o n French culture to Colby. Of course
these coming events will be supplemented by additional
wine tasting parties.
On October 12 the club goes to Lewiston to see the
Treteau de Paris production of Racines Phedre aiid
those interested are asked to contact Sue Tauer
(ext. 323) for reservations a deadline for which is
set at Monday, Sept. 2 9. Transportation will be provided.
If interesting in our activities or if you have
specific questions contact Scott Butchard , the club
president at ext. 547.

Downtow n Wate rville

For the discriminating Colby student, Waterville abounds in eating places, though most are similar in many ways, to each other.
Perhaps die Colby hangout in the bustling
metropolis of Waterville is THE PUB located on the
. Concourse. With well priced luncheons, and reasonable prices on drinks, the Pub's Old English
atmosphere provides a lively center of fun and entertainment in town. Special features include a nonsmokers night (Tuesday), a decent stereo system and
the Zombie drink advertised as the'biggest drink
-around.
For pizza, one can stop by PIZZA BY NORM
on 41 Temple street and enjoy this Italian-American
delicacy at very 'reasonable prices. Pabst and Heinieken
are on tap at $1.85 and $2.85 for pitchers, also offered are several types of interesting sandwiches.
In the same field , is WHIPPERS PIZZA on
19.7a Main Street. Although there is no beer for sale,
pizza and sandwichesfor take-out only are their specialities.. It is often busy on weekends, but the ;
quality and prices are worth the wait.
If the Pub is the Colby College hangout then
BBC'S, also on the Concourse is the Thomas College
beat. Prices are a bit more modest than the Pub's
but service can be a problem.- The atmosp here
tends to be slightly louder here.
Featured at BILL'S LUNCH on Temple Street
is a live bluegrass band on Thursdays, Fridays, and Sun
days. Coupled with a bar that has affordable prices,

Colby 's Women 's Group
The women's group d efines and acts on issues of
concern to women as well as having speakers and films
on various topics of interest to women. Small committees
will choose specific problems to study and pr op ose
solutions. A major goal for this year is continuing
action on women's health care including formation
of a 'hot line' for advice on gynecological care and
an abortion support group for women who have had
or want to discuss having an abortion.
The first meeting will be Thursday , September 25'at
6 PM in the Mary Low Lounge. Come with ideas, or
contact Beth Van Horn , M ary Low 173, ext. 528.

you 've got a real hot spot. There are many locals
who drink here, but one can usually find a Colby
face somewhere amongst the fair-sized bar room.
Bill's also has a restaurant next to the bar , but it
lacks the fun-making atmosphere of the bar.
On 150 Kennedy Memorial Drive is
BIG JOHN'S, and on Colby Night (Wednesday),
one is sure to see many of the Colby students
having a good time at very reasonable prices. Open
Monday through Saturday, Big John 's offers a rustic
atmosphere and'decent food .
Described,as a bit rowd y, but exciting is the
BOB-INN , 1.7 Temple Street. Draft is priced at
$.45 with drinks at $1.00. The main feature is
D'J' disco dancing. Prices on food are modest and
service is quite satisfactory.
Some of the more expensive establishments
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in Waterville,-but which offer excellent food and a Osgood atmosphere, are.' THE JEFFER SON; THE
SILENT WOMAN, and STEVE'S.
"Variety is the spice of life" and with Ch inese
food , the Jefferson offers a change to the typical '
diet of the Colby student. It also serves the usual
steak and seafood too, but service was found poor
despite very few customers. The atmosphere
very relaxed and the bar offers a large variety of beers
and drinks.
_
..
For a rather high class restaurant, Steve's on .
Silver Street offers reasonab le prices for remarkably
good food: This large restaurant specializes in steaks
and Italian food and is a pleasant change to_the
rowdy atmosphere of some of the bars.
The Silent Wom an on Kenned y Memorial
Drive is definitel y a place to reccommend to visitors
on the upcoming Parent's Weekend here. It's formal
atmosphere and high prices are only for those who
want to deflate their billfolds or who want to be
.'_
impressed by a high class atmosphere. Definitely not .
for those looking to spend under three dollars for
-' . ¦
fun and fo od.
'
THE Vllth CHORD RESTAURANT and THE
CHEZ PAREE both were:described as having good y,
prices and congenial atmospheres.
The Vllth Chord on College Street offers live
music and good hambu gers and sandwiches wh ile7
the rest of their food is mediocre. The service is~TT
excellent and is a great stop for-iunch and a few
drinks.:
Some say that the Chez Paree is the best hangout in town. Located at 5301-Water Street it features
dancing, a light show.but has slightly high prices
($2.50 for.a large pitcher of beer and $1.25 for .
drinks), however for the price, the fun and casual
atmospherejs worth it. This bar is high on many
Colby students' drinking spots >:'
. -The SOUTH END CAFE is another fairly wellknown establishment among Colby students. Located
at 113 Water St., its menu/features good seafood in
addition to standard American and Italian dishes,
all at very reasonable p rices^ The drinks, served in a
neo-rustic atmosp here, are moderately priced; a pitcher
of beer is $2.50: The South End is a good place to
go. for a good time and a taste of the local flavor. : ¦
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